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Double pion photoproduction off proton targets is studied, in the framework of an 
Effective Lagrangian approach at tree level, based on the coupling of photons and 
pions to nucleons and resonances. We consider N,  A(1232), iV(1440), Ar(1520) 
and A'(1535) as intermediate baryonic states and p —meson as the intermediate 2~ 
resonance. The general form of the amplitude is presented and total cross sections 
of the 7p —»• - +~~p. ~/p —» 7r°7r°p and 7p —> 7r+7r°n processes are evaluated 
up to E-, = 800 MeV. We fit our theoretical calculation to the experimental 
da ta  and extract some previously unknown parameters. Furthermore, single pion 
photoproduction is studied and analysis of the axial anomaly using the 777+ —> 
7T+7i° reaction near threshold is presented.
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Chapter 1 
INTRO DUCTIO N A N D  
MOTIVATION
1.1 S ta tu s  o f  ou r u n d e r s ta n d in g  o f  Q u a n tu m  
C h ro m o d y n a m ics
Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), or the theory of strong interaction, describes 
the interaction that binds quarks into hadrons. In order to understand this inter­
action, we need to examine the theory of QCD which is similar to the theory of 
Quantum Electrodynamics (QED).
The Lagrangian for QED is
C q e d  =  ( 1 )
where
= cF A" -  dP A* 
is the QED field strength tensor and
Dti = dp -  ieAp
The style specifications used in this thesis follow those of P hysical Review  D .
1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION 2
is the so-called covariant derivative. A^ is the photon field, 7^ is the Dirac matrix. 
u is the electron field, e is the electric charge of the electron and m e is its mass. 
The Lagrangian for QCD is
C q c d  - - j C J , , G r  + • £ < ? " ( ( 2 )
where
G % ,  =  d p  A *  -  d uA l  +  g t f a b c A bp A l
is the QCD field strength tensor, .4“ (a =  1,2, ...8 ) are the gluon fields and ipqi 
are the quark fields with color i and flavor q.
(0,)y =  -  *9. E
is the covariant derivative, where gs is a coupling constant and f abc are the struc­
ture constants of the SU(3) algebra defined by
A“ A*"1 
2 ’  ~2
The main difference between the QED Lagrangian and that of QCD is the 
extra term gsfabc^p^-i which is seen in the QCD Lagrangian. In fact, there is a 
single gauge boson in QED. namely the photon. In QCD, there are eight gauge 
bosons, the gluons which carry color charge, and they can interact with each other. 
In QED, photons do not couple to each other since they are chargeless. Thus, we 
note that the previous extra term represents the coupling between gluons.
The existence of the gluon-gluon interaction leads to an important property of 
QCD, the so-called ‘asymptotic freedom’. To explain this, let us examine the so 
called running coupling constant’, a coupling constant that varies with the energy 
scale.
In both theories, the running ‘fine structure’ constants a(Q2) and a s(Q2), 
where Q 2 = —q2 and q is the four-momentum transferred during the interactions, 
are used to measure the strength of interactions between two charged particles. 
These coupling constants are respectively
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and
for QED and QCD, where e is the electron charge and gs is the QCD coupling 
constant already defined in the above Lagrangian.
The behavior of the running coupling constants in the two theories are very 
different. In QED, virtual e+e~ pairs surround the electron and create the effect 
of charge screening, similar to a dielectric medium, so that the apparent charge 
is less than the true charge. Thus, photons must probe through this medium 
when two electrons interact with each other and the strength of the interaction 
therefore depends on the energy and momentum of the transm itted photons. As 
Q 2 increases, the resolution of the photon probe increases and smaller distances 
are probed. Then, we begin to penetrate the dielectric medium and see the bare 
charge. Consequently, the running coupling constant increases with Q2.
In QCD, a quark is not only surrounded by a cloud of quark-antiquark (qq) 
pairs but also by gluons, which are also color charged. As it turns out, this 
additional contribution reverses the effect from (qq) and leads to an antiscreen­
ing effect. When contributions up to one loop level are considered, the running 
coupling constant of QCD is [1]
where A q c d  is the QCD scale parameter, which has a value somewhere between 
0.1 GeV and 0.5 GeV, and b0  is a positive parameter.
We observe that the running coupling constant decreases with increasing Q2. 
This means that if the separation between the two quarks is small, the strength of 
the interaction between them  is weak and they behave like almost free particles. 
This is the property of the ‘asymptotic freedom’. On the other hand, if the 
distance that separates the two quarks increases, the strength of the interaction
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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increases as well. This is because of the self-coupling of the gluons which implies 
that the exchanged gluons a ttrac t each other.
Isolated quarks have never been observed and this has led to the hypothesis of 
quark confinement. It is believed that the only particle states that we can observe 
are colorless states. Since quarks have color, we cannot observe a free quark. As a 
result, quarks and antiquarks are bound into the so-called ‘hadrons’. The hadrons 
that are fermions are called baryons, and the hadrons that are bosons are called 
mesons. It is assumed that baryons are bound states of three valence quarks 
(9i 9293). while mesons are bound states of one valence quark and one valence 
antiquark (9192)- Not all combinations of quarks and antiquarks are allowed since 
the outcome must be colorless. Combinations such qqq and qq have been observed, 
while combinations such qqq and qq are thought not to exist.
With the development of Quantum Chromodynamics as the theoretical frame­
work of the strong interactions, different techniques have been proposed to de­
scribe the structure of hadrons and extract hadron properties. Among these is 
the ‘perturbative’ technique which is similar to what is used to solve QED. This 
technique works well at short distance, or at large Q 2 when QCD is asym ptoti­
cally free. As the distance between the two quarks increases, or as Q 2 decreases, 
the running coupling constant a s(Q2) becomes large. Perturbation theory breaks 
down and QCD is said to be confined. Consequently, we need other techniques to 
solve QCD.
One of the most promising techniques is the so-called ‘Lattice QCD’ [2] which 
begins to give some insight into rigorous results, especially for heavy mesons. 
In this approach, quarks are located at lattice sites and gluons on the links be­
tween these sites. Thus, an effective interquark potential is studied and hadron 
properties are calculated. The Feynman path integral technique is usually used 
to perform numerical calculation. However, application of lattice QCD to many 
physical processes is limited to available computer power.
Another approach that has been extensively studied is the QCD sum rules 
approach [3, 4]. The fundamental idea in this method is a systematic separation 
of the short distance properties of quarks, which are well known from perturbative
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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QCD, from long distance properties, which can not be calculated but which may 
be parametrized using experimental input. The theoretical tool which is almost 
ideally suited for the purpose of the sum rule method is the Wilson operator 
product expansion, in which the time ordered product of currents is expressed 
in terms of the Wilson coefficients and the average vacuum expectation values of 
quark and gluons condensate operators. The Wilson coefficient functions contain 
the short distance information and can be calculated by perturbative techniques. 
The vacuum matrix elements contain the hadron properties at large distance and 
are determined entirely by non-perturbative techniques. The effect of the short 
and long distance separation is built into the Wilson product expansion. The 
essential part for the method to work is th a t only if the expectation value of the 
condensate operator is dominated by non-perturbative effects, then the effect of 
separating the regions of short and long distances becomes unimportant. Then, 
transition from the perturbative to the non-perturbative regime can be done, and 
hadron properties can be expressed in terms of a few QCD parameters.
Another example of these techniques is the quark potential model approach [5] 
which has been quite successful in providing physical insight into hadron physics. 
In this approach, a model for a quark potential is proposed and the Hamiltonian is 
established. The wave function is built and is usually expanded in terms of some 
known wave functions such as the harmonic-oscillator eigenfunctions. Then, the 
equations of motion for quarks in hadrons are solved, and approximate solutions 
of these equations are derived. One of the most successful models in this approach 
is the nonrelativistic constituent quark model (NRQM). This particular model has 
provided a simple picture for understanding hadron spectroscopy and has been 
surprisingly successful in explaining large amounts of data.
Despite the success of these models (NRQM), many physical problems, such as 
the significance and treatment of the relativistic motion of quarks within hadrons, 
remain unsolved. Attempts have been made to solve some of the problems by 
including relativistic effects and other refinements [6 ] into the models. However, 
these refinements are unlikely to offer a solution to the most im portant problem 
of the so-called ‘missing’ baryon states. These are the states that appear in the
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model but which have not been seen experimentally yet.
One approach that has been used in dealing with the missing states is that 
of diminishing the number of effective degrees of freedom within the baryons. 
This is done by replacing the three-quark system with a quark-diquark system [7]. 
with the result that the predicted spectrum contains fewer states. This approach 
raises the question of whether there is any diquark clustering within the baryons. 
Indeed, potential model [8] studies and lattice simulations [9] show th a t there is 
little evidence for such clustering in baryons of light quarks unless they have large 
orbital angular momentum.
An improved model has been made by S. Capstick and W. Roberts [10] in which 
a relativized model of baryon resonances is used to calculate the ~ N  amplitudes 
for resonant states. Comparison between the theoretical ttN  amplitudes and the 
extracted experimental amplitudes suggests that, for a group of states which have 
the same isospin, spin and parity, the missing states have smaller am plitudes than 
the states (usually lighter) which are seen. We note that this result was first 
suggested by Koniuk and Isgur [11 , 12]. This result may therefore explain the 
apparent absence of many predicted states from the partial-wave analyses. These 
missing states are weakly coupled to the ttN  states, but should be eventually 
seen. Another finding in this model is that states which are close in mass and 
which have similar couplings to the irN production channels are likely to mix in 
the presence of many open decay channels. Such mixing could easily make one 
state more likely and one state less likely to be produced. W hat is noticeably 
absent in this analysis is therefore the treatm ent of coupled-channel effects in the 
spectroscopy and the decay-channel couplings of these states. On the other hand, 
the model can be considered reliable for states which are appreciably separated 
in mass and coupling strength from other states with similar isospin, spin and 
parity.
Wc summarize this section by noting that many QCD techniques and QCD 
inspired quark models have had great success in predicting new hadronic states 
and progress has been made in extracting hadron properties. However, many 
physical problems remain unsolved at the present time, in particular, the problem
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of the missing states. If these missing states couple weakly with the ttN  channel, 
then they have to be sought elsewhere. Thus, new approaches need to be found 
in explaining the source of these states.
In this quest for better approach to extracting hadron properties, electromag­
netic transition amplitudes are beginning to provide powerful tests of the quality 
of emerging models. Thus, for excited-baryon spectroscopy, there is a continuing 
need to determine accurately the photocouplings of baryon resonances, from the 
high quality experimental data, and to contrast them with their best theoreti­
cal estimates. At the Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (TJNAF), 
a continuous electron beam is produced and study of photocouplings of baryons 
with polarized or non-polarized targets and electron or photon beams with high 
precision is possible. Various experimental results need a careful theoretical anal­
ysis and this work is part of that effort.
1.2  T h e  N *  p rogram  a t T J N A F  an d  d o u b le  p io n
p h o to p r o d u c t io n
The .V* program at TJNAF is aimed at studying many properties of baryon
states. Included in these studies are the search for the missing baryon resonances
and ‘exotic states’ such as ‘hybrids’. Hybrids are states which have constituent 
quarks and one or more excited gluons. Other N*  studies at TJNAF include that 
of the structure of the Roper resonance [iV*(1440)] [13], the A(1405) and other 
low-lying resonances such as the A(1520) and £(1385), and that of the couplings 
of nucleons to strange m atter [14, 15].
7TN  scattering experiments have been extensively performed in the past to 
probe the ttN  couplings of ground states and excited baryons [16, 17, 18, 10]. 
However, one of the best prospects [19] for discovery of new baryon states, such 
as those missing from the analyses of pion elastic scattering, is the electromagnetic 
production of multiple pions. If we believe th a t these states are missing because 
of a weak coupling to the 7rJV channel, then processes which form these excited
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baryon states electromagnetically are favorable, and some means of decay other 
than 7rN are also favorable. Therefore, one possibility for producing the missing 
states is to use a photon or electron beam to probe the nucleon targets. Meson 
and baryon resonance channels such as pN  and Att are produced in the photo- and 
electroexcitation of a nucleon [20]. These intermediate states in turn will decay 
and produce the channel ttttN . The process yiV —► X  —r ttN  where X  represents 
a missing baryon may also occur but its cross section is expected to be relatively 
small compared to tha t from the known baryons. Therefore, one way to look for 
the missing states is the use of the double pion photoproduction.
Double pion photoproduction experiments have been studied in the past 
[21, 22, 23, 24, 25] and two experiments on the proton [26, 27] have been done 
recently at Mainz and Bonn. In addition, several experiments related to the dou­
ble pion photo- and electroproduction have been already approved at Jefferson 
Laboratory's Hall B, where the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) 
is located. This detector allows good particle identification so that electrons, pi­
ons, kaons, protons, and deuterons can be separated, as well as neutrals such as 
photons and neutrons.
As an example of these experiments is the study of the 7p  —* ptz+tt~ process 
[28]. All of the final sta te  particles are charged and so will be easily detected. The 
invariant mass of the two pions will be examined to look for intermediate states 
in the yp —> pp, and similarly the invariant mass of one pion and the proton can 
be reconstructed to look for missing baryons, for example, in the Att channel. 
Models of the strong decays of these missing states predict sizeable decay widths 
[11, 20] into these channels.
A few experiments using an unpolarized photon beam and an unpolarized 
target have been partially completed a t TJNAF, and the analyses are still un­
derway. In the near future, one expects to have both polarized beam and target. 
Many high-precision d a ta  such as total cross sections will be extracted from these 
experiments, and a systematic, comprehensive calculation for this process must 
be undertaken. By comprehensive, it is meant that all possible effects must be
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included, even small ones, as these ‘small’ effects may provide very valuable in­
formation.
A theoretical calculation of double pion photoproduction was first done by L. 
Luke and P. Soding in 1970, by including a few Feynman diagrams [29]. Calcu­
lations with more diagrams have been carried out recently by Oset et al. using a 
different approach [30, 31]. This approach reproduces fairly well the experimental 
cross sections of some isospin channels below =  800 MeV. They attem pt to fit 
the recent Mainz data [26] by including a number of resonant and non-resonant 
terms in their model, and they find that the dominant feature of their cross section 
results come from neither 7 N  —t pN  —► - 7 rJV nor 7 N  —> Atr — > ttttN, but from 
the interference of one A t t  resonant contribution with one of their non-resonant 
terms. It is not at all intuitive that such an interference term should dominate the 
cross section, in any energy range. On the other hand, a systematic analysis of 
two-pion photoproduction processes that is similar to those which exist for single 
pion photoproduction [32, 33] has not, as far as we know, yet been attempted. Our 
model is based on the couplings of photons and pions to nucleons and resonances 
using effective Lagrangians. We set up a general model independent amplitude 
which is gauge invariant and Lorentz covariant to ensure the independence of the 
amplitude on the choice of the frame. The model leads to a set of Feynman di­
agrams at tree level where two- and three- point nucleon Born terms, including 
the seagull terms, are taken into account. These terms are believed to provide 
a large contribution to the cross section at low energy. Vector meson exchanges 
and nucleon resonance excitations are also discussed. In this way, we include the 
/>-rneson as an intermediate 2tt resonance as well as the baryonic states such as 
A(1232), 'V(1440), iV(1520) and iV(1535). We do not include resonances such as 
A (1600) and A(1620) and higher since our calculation goes up to Lab. energy 
E-, = 800 MeV or total energy W  =  1540 MeV.
Another issue that we can discuss from this calculation is the study of the 
chiral anomaly using the 7 p —> 7r+7r°n reaction at low t  where t is the square of 
the momentum transfert between the two nucleons. From the measurement of 
the cross section, the 7  —> 3tr structure function (F 3ir) can be extracted at low
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t, and its momentum dependence can be evaluated. In the chiral limit, (F 3,r) is 
related to the t t 0 —> 27  amplitude. W ithin the context of the chiral anomaly, 
which successfully predicts the decay of the 7r°, the 7  —»■ 3tt vertex can be used to 
evaluate the validity of chiral symmetry in QCD.
The main objective of this work is to reproduce the cross sections of the three 
different processes related to double pion-photoproduction with proton target 
from threshold to E 1  = 800 MeV, by fitting our theoretical calculation to the 
experimental data. These three processes are 7p —» ~+ir~p, 7 p  —>• 7T+7r°n and 
IP -> ~°7r°p. One outcome of the fit is that we may determine some previously 
unknown parameters required to describe the model. This means th a t double pion 
photoproduction can provide new ways of testing our understanding of hadron 
structure, by way of the couplings of new vertices such as N*NZ t t , N ^ N ^  and 
n ; n ; p where the N * are baryon resonances. We note that this is essentially 
what is done in analysis of pion-nucleon elastic scattering data, from which we 
have essentially all of the information on the baryon spectrum th a t is presented in 
the Particle Data listing [34]. Clearly, cross section data alone will not be enough 
to delimit the possible choices of parameters that can provide good fits to the 
available and expected data. There is an essential need for high quality polariza­
tion data. This will be crucial if we are to exploit the many opportunities lurking 
in the shadows of this process. However, our results should provide an idea of 
the structures of these fitted vertices as well as the magnitudes of the theoretical 
values (including the range of uncertainty) of the corresponding parameters in 
treating other or related nuclear processes.
This thesis is organized as follows. In chapter 2, a description of single pion 
photoproduction is introduced as a test for our model. In chapter 3, we present 
the formalism of the effective Lagrangian and results for the single pion photopro­
duction calculation. In chapter 4, we describe the generalized invariant amplitude, 
the kinematics and the cross section of the double pion photoproduction process, 
and all the possible different Feynman diagrams involved a t tree level. Chapter 5 
is devoted to discussing the results that we obtain from the fits, and in chapter 
6 the study of the axial anomaly using the 77r+ —> 7r+7r° reaction near threshold
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is presented. A summary and our conclusions are given in chapter 7. Appendices 
detail kinematic analyses of the process as well as different Lagrangians, cou­
pling constants, isospin operators and isospin coefficients tha t would be helpful 
for further understanding of the analysis.
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SINGLE PIO N  
PHOTOPRODUCTION
2.1 K in e m a tic s
In this chapter, we examine the process
j ( k )  + N ( p , ) * ( Q )  + N f o )
where k, pi, Q, p2 are, respectively, the momenta of the incident photon, target 
nucleon, pion and recoil nucleon.
The usual Mandelstam variables are
s =  (k + p i ) 2 = (Q + P2 )2,
u = (k -  P2)2 =  (Q -  P i ) 2 .
t =  (Q -  k ) 2 = (p] - P 2)2, (3)
where s + t + u = 2 M 2  +  m 2 +  k2. M  and denote the masses of the nucleon
and the pion. It is easier to work in the center of mass of the final nucleon and
the 7r where the experimental observables are calculated. The relations (3), in the 
center of mass system become
12
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s =  W 2 =  (Ei + k0)2, 
u = M 2 4- k 2 — 2 kQE 2 — 2|Q||fc| cos#, 
t = m l  4- k 2 — 2k0w + 2|Q||fc| cos9,
where cos(0) = with 6  being the c.o.m. scattering angle of the pion and W
is the total c.o.m energy. The energies and momenta are
IV2 -r k 2 -  M 2 r  _  W 2 - k 2 + M 2 
0 “  2W  : 1 ~  2 W
W 2 -+- m l  — M 2 W 2 — m 2 4- M 2
W =   2 W -------- ’ E2 = --------2 W ---------’
I Pi I =  \k\ = \Jkl -  k2,
\P2 \ = \Q\ = \Jw 2  -  m l .
where k - (kQ,k), p x =  (Ex, —k), Q =  (w ,Q ) and p2 =  (E2, —Q)-
For photoproduction, A:2 =  0 and the relation between the energy E-, of the 
photon in the lab. frame and the c.o.m. energy is
W 2  -  M 2  
7 ~  2 M  '
2 .2  Invarian t a m p litu d e
The invariant matrix element i A i / i can be written as
i M / i  = u(p2 )Otlef,u(pi), (4)
where u(px) and u(p2) are the Dirac spinors for the initial and final nucleons, re­
spectively. describes the current operator produced by the strongly interacting 
hadrons, and e* the photon polarization vector.
The hadronic current can be expressed as
0 “ = £  B j N f ,  (5)
i
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where the Bj are Lorentz invariant scalars that we call ‘amplitude coefficients’. 
Because of the pseudoscalar nature of the tt  meson, the only Dirac matrices that 
enter in equation (5) are 75, 757^, and 757^7 ,,. Taking into account the Dirac 
equations for the initial and final nucleons, both on shell,
rfiUi = M ui ,  fi2 u2 =  M u 2,
and conservation of the four-momentum (pi + k =  p2 +  Q). we can form eight 
covariant matrices. They are
M?  = 757 . k - f . = 7s7<1;
A/? = 7sPi, AT = 757-^Pi .
A/? = 7sP2: A/71 = 7s 7 - kp2,
A/41 = 7 5 ^ , A/g1 —- 757.kkf.
Any other pseudoscalar can be reduced to a linear combination of the Alf .  
Current conservation (gauge invariance) kuOu = 0, yields two conditions on the 
Bj. They are
B \k 2 -f- p \ .kB 2 ■+■ p2 -kB% -+- k 2 B 4 =  0,
+  pi .kB G +  p2 -kBj -(- k 2 B% =  0. (7)
Solving for B 2 and B 5 and using the condition e.k = 0, the number of amplitude 
coefficients is reduced to four for the photoproduction, and the general amplitude
becomes
i M / i  = u(pi) (  B, (  -  ! t„ 7 „  )  + B 3 (  -  PluP^ '  )  + B 67„pi„+B 77„p2„ J  F ^ u i p t ) ,
Pl (8) 
where F*iU =  e^k1' — euk11 is the electromagnetic field tensor. It is obvious that 
other forms of iM. /* can be obtained by eliminating a different set of the Bj .
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2 .3  C .G .L .N . an d  h e lic ity  a m p litu d es
The invariant amplitude iAA.fi can be rewritten in terms of amplitudes corre­
sponding to a definite parity and angular momentum state. The matrix elements 
appearing in equation (8 ) are first written in two-component form
i M f i  =  ~ \ T X fF x i ' ^
where \ i  and Xf  are> respectively, the initial and final nucleon Pauli spinors. The 
amplitude F  can be written in the familiar form [35]
F  = ia.eFi +  a.p2 a.(k  x e)F2 +  ia.kp2 .eF3 -I- ia.p2p2 .eF4 . (10)
The relations among the amplitudes Fj and Bj  are derived by reducing equa­
tion (8 ) into two component spinors. In this way, we obtain
Fi — \JE2 + M  I  — B\kQ-j======= — (Bepi.k -I- Bjp2 .k)\JE\  +  M  j  ,
F2 =  { (BePi-k + B 7 P2 .k) -  B i{W  +  M)  } ,
F3 = (B 3 -  B r(W  +  M ))koy/ E i  -  M 2^ f 2
v y/Ei + M
F4 = {—B2yJEi +  M  -  B jk 0 -  E 2 ) ^ / e 2 +  M,  (11)
where Fi, F2, F3 , F4 are the well-known Chew-Goldberger-Low-Nambu (CGLN) 
amplitudes [36].
We complete this section by discussing the relation among the CGLN ampli­
tudes and the helicity amplitudes. In the c.o.m. system, we quantize the initial 
and final spins along the directions of k and Q. We choose the z —axis along the 
photon momentum, namely
~k =  i  =  (0,0,1), Q =  -§ - =  (sin 0,0, cos 0).
|k| \Q\
The spinors of the initial and final nucleons are respectively
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For the initial and final nucleons, spins up (respectively along k  and Q) corre­
spond. in the c.o.m. frames, to negative helicities.
The photon polarization has two independent components. They are €7( +  l) =  
— ̂ ( 0 . 1, i. 0 ) for positive helicity, and ey ( — 1) =  ^ ( 0 , 1, —i. 0 ) for negative helic- 
ity.
Using the relations above, equation (9) can be rewritten [37]
where A7, AI; A2 are, respectively, the helicities of the photon, target nucleon and 
recoil nucleon. The above amplitude represents 2 x 2 x 2 =  8 complex numbers. 
However, by the virtue of parity invariance, there are four relations between these 
amplitudes and consequently, we have 4 independent amplitudes. They are [38]
~^=  sin(tf) cos(^)(F3 +  F4),
>/2cos(^)[(F2 -  Fj) + s in 2(^)(F 3 -  F,)], 
~^= sin(0) sin (^)(F 3 -  F4), 
v ^ s in ^ M F x  +  F2) +  cos2(^)(F3 -i- F4)].
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The other four are obtained through the relation
Hx.,, xlM  =  ( - 1) ^ +A,+A2/ T - A , t- A lt-A 2.
2 .4  C ro ss  sec tio n
The cross section of the process is
da = — _  ̂ —Il\ . dd>2 {pi + k ,p 2  +  Q), (12)
V fai-fc )2 -  A/2k 2
where the phase space d<p2 is given by
d<t>o(pi + k ,p 2 + Q) = (2 -n)4 6 4(pi + k — P2  — Q) ^ 2 ^
or
(2tt)3 2E2 ( 2 tt) 3 2 w ' 
Integrating over d3 Q, we find
^  -  \ t M 2 +  Ip5I2 -  +  IPil2)-(2tt)2 AE2w 
Now, we use the 6 —function property
c/ rr  \ \   ^  d ( x  Xj )
where x, are the zeroes of f (x ) .  In our case, f ( x )  = W  — y jM 2 + \p^ \ 2  — 
\Jrril -f- |p^ |2 with the variable x  =  \p2\, the derivative of f ( x )  is f ' ( x )  =  
 [pij--------------[piJ---- _  _ j£[ _  _  _ \ plt\}v Thus, the phase space becomes
d<p2 =
v/Ar2 + |p2|2 \J +|p212 "  E*w
\P2 \dQ2 
4(2tt)2W/ ’
and the cross section is
, \P2\\Mf i \2dSl2 
\§( 2 it)2 W { p \ . k ) '
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Hence, integrating over the azimutal angle 02 of the recoil nucleon, averaging 
over the initial spin of the nucleon and initial photon polarization, and summing 
over the spin of the recoil nucleon, we obtain the expression
1 \p2 \ \M f i\2 dcos{0)da
2(2 j  +  1) 32tvW(Pl.k) (13)
where j  is the spin of the nucleon, and |p^| =  \Q\ — 2U.•=7, _  v/ t^ 2-(At-rm,)2][W--(Af-m,)2] <1  2H'
is the magnitude of one of the outgoing 3-momenta written in the center of mass 
system.
Finally, the square of the amplitude |A1/,-|2 in the cross section has the form
l ^ / . f  =  Y .  BiB'Ftj,
10  =  1 .3 .6 ,7
where the sixteen quantities F^  depend on scalar products and masses only. The 








s — A/ 2
4
+ -V/ 2 
8 A/ 
8 M  
4 M
A/ 2 — u \  2 , { s — M 2( ^ ) / ( ^ ) ]
( ^ ) [ ( ^ )  +  (  2
s -  M 2
9
.s -  M 2 M 2 -  u
M 2 -  2 M 2 
M 2 — u
-
-  * ( - - - ! ) (
AM  |  A/ 2 (
s -  A/ 2
.'V/ 2 — u \  , f  s — A/ 2
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, , ,  ( M - -  u \  , f  s -  A/2 \
and the rest of the terms are obtained through the relation F\j =  F^.
2 .5  P o la r iza tio n  ob servab les
When a polarization measurement is made, we obtain a number, or an observ­
able, which is a sum or difference of bilinear products of helicity amplitudes, for 
instance. We can define sixteen polarization observables. However, since there 
are only four independent helicity amplitudes, these sixteen observables are not 
independent. Here, we use the usual Basel convention with the 2 —axis being the 
beam direction and the y —axis the normal to the (x, z) —reaction plane (this is 
the convention that we already chose at the beginning of this chapter, so previous 
results can be used in the following calculation). The z ' —axis is in the direction 
of the scattered meson, y' = y and x' = y x z' .
To carry out the calculation of these observables, it is easier to rewrite equation
where .4 =  F2Q52 x k).e and B  = i[F\ — F2 (p2 -k)]e + i(F3 -(- F4)Q32.e)£ -I- iFA{p2 .e). 
The square of the modulus of Ai  is
(10) as
F  =  .4 -f a.B (14)
l ^ l 2 =  (—y ~ ) 2 x \F *Xfx )Fx i , (15)
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with
x l / X i j  =  ^(1 +  o-K f) ,  (16)
and A, =  Xlxx  +  Atyy  -P Ai:z and A/  =  Af xx  +  Af yy +  Aj zz are the polarization 
vectors of the initial and final nucleons, both expressed in the (a;, y, z ) — frame. 
Written in the (x ' .y1, z')— frame. A j  becomes A f  = X^xi  + A 'fyy' +  A 'jzz', where 
x' = cos(d)x — sin(0 )if, y1 = y. and F  = sin(0 )x +  cos(0 )z.
As a result, \ M \2  can be rewritten as the trace of the products of a —matrices,
\M l2 =  ( ^ ) 2jT r [ ( l  + * .a7 )( .4 + ,? .S )(1  + ^ > ( .4 *  + <?.§<)]. (17)
In expanding the equation (17), we use the relations,
and
Tr[crt} =  0,
TrlcriCjj] =  25ij,
Trfacrjcrk} = 2 ieijk,
Tr[cri(TjCrkCTi] =  2 (SijSki +  SuSjk — SikSji),
i t  <? \i~* v  \ v  k.Xik. X 2 k . (X i  x X 2)(e.AOfe ,A2) =  -{ A t .A a  -=r- iAc-
1*12 |*|
+ Ai(2u .Xiv .X 2 +  k -X l k ' X 2  _  X i . X 2)}. (18)
|fc|2
where Ac is the degree of circular polarization and A/ the degree of linear po­
larization. u =  (cos(0 ), sin(0 ), 0 ), v =  (— sin(0 ), cos(0 ), 0 ), where 0  = {x,u)  is 
the linear polarization angle. Therefore, |Ad|2 can be rewritten in terms of the 
nucleon polarization vector coordinates A,i,Aiyi Xiz, X'jx, A'yy, A'y,, and the beam 
polarization angle 0 . Polarization observables are extracted from |Ad |2 as the 
coefficients of these coordinates or their products. These observables are given in 
table I. We note that observables from triple polarization [39] can also be defined 
and expressed in terms of the linear combination of the bilinear products HiH*.
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However, since there are only sixteen bilinear products, we can obtain all of them 
from the sixteen observables already defined from single and double polarizations. 
Therefore, complete information can be obtained without measuring or defining 
a triple polarization.
The precise relation between observables and the experiments considered in 
table I is as follows. For polarized beam and polarized target, the differential 
cross section is
where (Pz, Py, P.) is the polarization of the target. PT is the transverse polarization 
of the beam at angle o to the reaction plane, and PQ is the degree of right circular 
polarization of the beam.
For polarized beam and polarized recoil, the differential cross section is
d a
d t u n p o la r ized
1 -  PTEcos(20) +  Px [ - P r i/s in (2 0 ) +  P0 F ]
Py [ - T  +  PTP  cos(2<?)] -  Pz [—Pr Gsin(2«>) +  P0 E) j , (19)
|  1 +  OyP -  P r cos(2<s>)(E +  ayT)
Pr  sin(2d>)(Oxax +  Ozaz) -  (P0 (Cxax +  Czaz) j (20 )
and for both polarized target and recoil, it is given by
unpo larized
(21)
where pj = £(1 -r d.Pj)  is the density matrix of the recoil nucleon, and Ps is its 
polarization.
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TABLE I: Table of polarization observables for the single pion photoproduction 
process [38]; we show in the third column the experiments required to extract 
the physical observables given in the first column. In the {P.'y, Pt , Pr } notation. 
P-y = (L(o).c) is the polarization of the beam where L(d>) represents the beam 
linearly polarized at angle <}> to the scattering plane, and c represents the circularly 
polarized beam. PT =  (x,y,z) gives the direction of the target polarization and 
Pfi = (x'.y'.z') is that of the recoil nucleon polarization.
Symbol Helicity representation Experiment required
cla/dt
Edcr/dt 2Re(H3 H2* -  H4 Hi*) {-;y;y}
Tda/dt 2lm{H3 H4* -  H2 HC) { L ( f ,0 );-:v}, {-:y;-}
Pdcr/dt 2 Im(H 2 H4* -  HZHC) { L ( f , 0 );y:-},
Txda/dt 2R e(H3 H2* +  H4 H p ) {-;x;x'}
Tzda Jdt 2 Re(H3 H 4* -  H2 HC) i-;x:z'}
Lxdcr/dt 2 Re(H2 H4* -  H 3 HC)
Lzda/dt w  +  i ^ - i z / i r - i ^ i 2 {-;z:z'}
Gda/dt -2lm{H3 H 2 +  H 4 HC) { L (± f ,0 ):z;-}
Hda/dt -2\m{H3 H\* +  H 2 H4*) { L (± f ,0 ).;x;-}
Fda/dt 2R e{H2HC  +  H 3 H4*) {c;x;-}
Eda/dt {c;z;-}
Oxda/dt -2lm(H2H C  +  H 3 H4*) { L ( ± f , 0 ):-;x'}
Ozda jdt -2 lm{H 2 H3* +  H 4 HC) { T ( ± f , 0 );-;z'}
Cxdaj di -2R e(H2 H4* + H 3 HC) {c;-;x'}
C:do jdt \ H t f  -  \H3\* + \Hx\* -  \Ha\* {c;-;z'}
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Chapter 3
FORMALISM OF THE  
EFFECTIVE LAG RANG IAN
We use an effective Lagrangian approach [40, 41] at tree level to calculate the 
amplitude coefficients Bj  defined in the previous chapter. In this approach, we 
treat all particles as essentially point-like; any structure in these particles will 
be accounted for by the introduction of appropriate form factors. Vertices corre­
sponding to individual couplings of photons and pions to nucleons and resonances 
are established and ‘Feynman’ diagrams describing the given processes are drawn. 
For each of these diagrams, the contribution to each of the Bj  is extracted, and the 
Bj are thus built from a number of such diagrams. We note that this calculation 
has been done previously with success around the A-energy region [40, 32, 33] 
and up to E 1  =  1.0 GeV [42].
Feynman diagrams for single pion photoproduction are shown in figure 1. Solid 
lines represent the ground state nucleons, thick solid lines are baryon resonances, 
wavy lines are photons, dashed lines are pions, and curly lines are vector mesons. 
Diagrams (a), (b), (c) and (d) are the Born terms. This means that the intermedi­
ate particles are ground state  nucleons. Diagram (e) is the ^-channel p or u  vector 
meson exchange term and diagrams (f) and (g) are the s- and u-channel nucleon 
resonance terms. In this work, A(1232), iV(1440), iV(1520) and the iV(153o) are 
included as resonant states.
23
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Expressions for all Lagrangians are given below and the corresponding vertices 
along with the propagators are shown in a later section.
FIG. 1: Feynman diagrams for single pion photoproduction. Diagrams (a) and 
(b) are the direct s-channel and the crossed u-channel nucleon Born terms. Dia­
gram (c) represents the equivalence breaking term and diagram  (d) corresponds 
to the pion exchange term. Solid lines represent nucleons, dashed lines are pions 
and wavy lines are photons. Diagram (e) is the t-channel p or u  vector meson 
exchange term (curly lines). Diagrams (f) and (g) are the s- and u-channel nu­
cleon resonance terms. Thick solid lines are nucleon resonances. In this work, the 
nucleon resonances are the A(1232), iV(1440), iV(1520) and JV(1535).
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3 .1  B o rn  te r m s
The Lagrangians for the vertex interactions for the Born terms shown in figure 1
generic notation for the nucleon and 4> for the pion. ks and kv are the isoscalar and 
isovector anomalous magnetic moments for the nucleons. They are respectively 
ks =  \{kp kn) and kv =  \{kp — kn), where kp =  1.79 nuclear magnetons (nm) 
and kn =  —1.91 nm. fxNN is the coupling constant for the t tN N  coupling and r, 
the isospin operator for I  = | .
YVe note that the Lagrangian £.v,v-7_ exists only if a charged pion is
present. This term arises from minimal substitution in the N N tt vertex. However, 
it may also come from chiral transformation in the NN*y vertex.
The vertices involving the p or the c^-meson are described by the Lagrangians
where q presents a pion field, N  is the nucleon field and V  is a  generic notation 
for the vector meson. Ij\  is r3 for the p-meson and 1 for the w-meson and Avj\
are
£ a - .y 7,  =  N ^ ^ ^ r ^ f p A ^ j N  +  H.C..  m~
C,-,-x =  ee^jO^pOjA^ +  H.c., (22)
where F uX =  duA x — dxA u is the electromagnetic field strength tensor. N  is a
3 .2  V ec to r  m e so n  co u p lin g s
I 2 . ^ {A l)0 { d M v ) a){d.4>,) +  H.c.
N  +  H.c., (23)
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is A\-j for p-meson and .4^! for the u;-meson. gv^-y  ̂ G[v  ̂ and G[V  ̂ are coupling 
constants and epuaa js the fourth rank pseudo-tensor defined by
{ i : l  for p =  0, v =  1, a  =  2, 3 =  3 and any even/odd permutation 
0 if any two indices are equal.
In this calculation, we use the standard values [43, 44] of G ^  and G[p) such 
that G { ; =  2.66 and G[p̂  =  G[P̂ KP. where K p = 3.71. For the uj meson, the 
standard values are given by G =  3G\f^ and G =  G ^ K .^ ,  where K^  =  —0.12. 
However, we note that the coupling constant G ^  is not precisely determined in 
magnitude. Most authors [45] agree on a value around 8 , while others [46] take 
a value twice as large. For this reason, we fit the values of G ^  and G ^  in this 
calculation.
3 .3  Spin-^  reson an ce  co u p lin g s
The Lagrangians for the N*Ny  and iV*jVtt couplings are similar to those of the 
N N y  and N N tt couplings found in the Born terms except that for the N *N y  , the 
first term (with ypA p) is absent because its presence violates gauge invariance. 
However, it would be present for virtual photons. These Lagrangians are
C k •■Wt =  + M) h { k ‘ +  T3fc” > ^ " F '“' jV +  H  c-
Cs -K, = + (24)nift
where N* represents the spinor of the sp in - | resonance, N  the nucleon field and 
o the pion field. The operator I5 is either 1 or 75 depending on the parity of the 
resonance. A/,v* is the mass of the resonance and M  the mass of the nucleon. 
kj* and are such that k* =  k ^  +  k£  and k£  =  k ^  — fc* where k£ and are 
respectively the transition magnetic couplings for proton and neutron targets. VVe 
note that these expressions for kff and k„ are for the isospin-1 resonance only. In 
our calculation, we do not include spin-i resonance with isospin I  — §.
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3 .4  Sp in-1  r e so n a n c e  co u p lin g s
The spin-1 resonant states involved in this energy range (W  =  1.1 — 1.6 GeV') are 
the _\(1232) and the isospin-| A'*(1520) resonances. The effective Lagrangians 
for the R N tc and R N y  interactions, where R  represents the nucleon resonance, 
are
CRS* = R ^ ^ Ll 5 l j e Ml/(Z )N (d l'(f>J) + H.c.,
777.-
£ ^ V7 =  R M s T ^ e ^ Y Y f i N F ^  +  H.c.,
£ 2RN-r = R tth T 2 R&nu(X)(d\N)F‘/X 4- H.c., (25)
where the operator Is is again either 1 or 75 and Ij is either Tj or Tj.  R ** is the
vector spinor of the resonance. N  the nucleon field and O the pion field.
is given by © ^(K ) =  g ^  + [^(1 -f 4Vr).40 +  V\y^yu where .40 is an 
arbitrary parameter defining the so-called ‘point transform ation’ (see appendix 
D). The interaction Lagrangians given in equation (25) have been constructed 
in such a way that they are invariant under the same point transformation as 
the free one. This guarantees that the parameter Aq that appears in 0 ^ ( 1 ’) 
does not appear in any physical observables. The arbitrary parameters X ,  Y  and 
Z  are called ‘off-shell: parameters. Many theoretical attem pts have been made 
to fix these arbitrary parameters but none have been successful [47, 48, 49]. In 
fact, we choose .40 =  —1 and V  =  — ̂  or .40 = 0  and V = 0 so that the 
off-shell terms do not contribute. It has also been proposed that the second 
coupling in the A N y  interaction could be set zero [40, 50] and a particular choice 
of values of the parameters Z  and Y  is required. The choice is Z  =  Y  =  0 
and Tor =  0. However, Davidson et al. [51] showed that with the constraint 
T2 R = 0, the behavior of the electromagnetic amplitudes is not consistent with 
the experimental data  for the transition. VVe show in appendix G the behavior of 
the helicity amplitudes of the A N 7  interaction as T2r  =  0 .
In all these couplings, we have to take into account the isoscalar/isovector 
nature of the photon (I = 0 or /  =  1). This is done in the case of 1 = 1
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resonances by using T iR =  4- t 3/c*(1)) and T2R =  ( k ^  +  r3 k ^ 2)). Note
that I  =  |  resonances only couple to 7 iV through the isovector component of the 
photon and therefore have the same coupling constants T3k and T3k for 
the yp and 771 couplings. Here. r3 is the isospin operator for I  =  j  and Xb is the 
I  =  |  to /  =  |  operator.
3 .5  V ertices  a n d  co u p lin g  c o n s ta n ts
The vertices corresponding to the previous Lagrangians are given below.
=  u(pf ) ( - e L ^ 3- j  +  e - 1 I f i l u ) u ( p t ),
M - _ v x  =  u ( p f ) £ ^ j L Tj75 @ j u { p i ) ,
Ni-,-- =  —2 q^e.Q,
M ^ s n  =  u ( p / ) ^ f - r telj3 j 5 
M ^ n - n  =  ^ (P /)T215 In lu F ’-iUu(pl),
M ^ x - x  =  j / 5 fQju(Pi),
M r x - x  = u(pf ) h L^ LTJQliU(Z)Q-'u^(pi), 
ox =  uti(pf )I5T l Q ^ ( Y ) y xF Xl/u ( p i ),
M 2 x°x  =  uf*(pf)I5 T 2 e fi„ (X )p x \F ‘'xu(pi),
M v , y = s£ L £a* u'(eV)aeff(Qv)lt(Q,)u,
•M V':V,V =  m (p / ) / j 1( - G ^ )7 /‘c ^  +  -2M~'Yft£*fl @j )u(pi ) .
In these expressions, TV* denotes either the A^(1440)|+ or the iV(1535)i_ , N °  the 
A (1232)|’r or the iV(1520)! , V  denotes a vector meson p or u> and Qv represents
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its momentum, ef is the photon polarization where the isospin index 'j ' arises 
from the index ' j 1 in the term A^cfrj. t j is the isospin operator for /  =  |  and Tj 
are the /  =  |  to /  =  |  operators.
In reproducing the cross sections and other observables, we fit our theoretical 
calculation to the experimental data and extract some parameters. We employ a 
CERN fitting routine, MINUIT, to minimize the weighted least-square function
x~
^ 2  __  y '  [-E j ~  q 2 ;  Q n ) ] 2  ( ‘̂ C )
i= 1 ax>
where N  is the number of experimental data points, Xi represent the experimental 
observables which are the total cross sections, the differential cross sections, and 
the polarizations in our case, /i(a i, a2, ---, a„) are the theoretical predictions with 
a, being the parameters of the theory, and the aXi the standard deviations of 
the observables. These parameters are the ttN  and photo-coupling constants 
of the resonances as well as the two ujN N  coupling constants. In this work, 
there are sixteen such coupling constants. They are / ,rA,v; /jjv^ojV, ./W^o.V: 
/,.v 1535A-, r ,(A  -> 7 N),  r 2(A -> 7 iV), 7 ^ ( 1 4 4 0 )  -+ 7 p), T2'(,V(1440) 7 n),
7’1(,V(1520) -)• 7p), T20V(152O) 7p), T ^ N ^  1520) -> 7 n), T2(iV(1520) -> 7 n),
r 2'(:V(1535) -> 7p), T2*(iV(1535) -»• 7 n), and G£(<j).
3 .6  R e su lts  a n d  d iscu ssio n
We remark the particular behavior of the Born terms in the 7p —*■ Ti+n process 
which quickly increase at threshold and remain almost constant at higher energies. 
This is mainly due to the contribution of the s-channel in the Born term and the 
absence of the 7 nn charge coupling in the u-channel. We also note the peak 
at about W  =  1.230 GeV which is dominated by the s-channel excitation of 
the A particle. In addition, the iV*(1520) and iV*(1535) resonances are found 
to be important. On the other hand, the iV*(1440) contribution is relatively 
small for both channels and may not have a significant effect on the observables.
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This is somewhat suspicious as its photocouplings and couplings to ttN  are both 
reported to be large. Recently, there have been some speculation [52] that the 
.V'(1440) might be a candidate for the lightest hybrid state, consisting of three 
valence quarks and one valence gluon. A precise determination of the Ar,r(1440) 
photocoupling can provide a powerful tool to distinguish between different internal 
structures for this hadron.
In figure 2, we show the total cross sections of the 7p —> n7r+ and 7p —> p~° 
processes vs. total energy. The fits are obtained by simultaneously fitting the 
experimental data sets with our theoretical calculation. Parameters extracted 
from the fit are given in the tables II and III. The value of x 2 Per degree of 
freedom in this fit is x 2d o f  — 2.35. Xdof *s expected to rise as we put more data 
sets, especially if they come from different sources.
In figures 3-10, we compare our theoretical calculation with measured values of 
the total cross sections cr, differential cross sections dcr/dQ., photon asymmetry (£) 
and target asymmetry (T) at various angles and for total energies from threshold 
to 1.6 GeV, for the reactions 7p —> mcJr and 7 p —> p7r°. Note that these fits 
are obtained by simultaneouly fitting our theoretical calculation to all the data 
sets. The extracted parameters, total decay widths and helicity amplitudes are 
shown respectively in tables IV, V, VI and VII. We remark that there is a good 
agreement between the P.D.G. values and our fit values for the ~ N  couplings to the 
resonances. However, discrepancies are observed between the P.D.G. values and 
the fit values for the photocoupling constants to the resonances. We assume that 
more experimental data sets should be included in the fit to place more constraints 
on these parameters. However, we recall that the goal of this calculation is to test 
the model of the ‘Effective Lagragian’, not to extract parameters. We, therefore 
limit our number of data  sets to a few. The experimental data sets are taken 
from various sources. However, some data sets may be inconsistent with each 
other. An inclusion of inconsistent data sets may increase the x 2 dramatically. 
Since we do not know and we do not assume which data sets are inconsistent, 
then we treat all sets on equal footing and give equal weight to all Xi’s. We hope 
the discrepancies amongst the data  sets can be resolved by future experimental
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research at emerging facilities such as TJNAF.
Contributions from individual resonances are also shown in the figures. For rr+ 
production, the agreement with the data is generally good for the total cross sec­
tions and differential cross sections in the entire energy region under consideration. 
For the production of neutral pions. our results are also in good agreement with 
the data through the first resonance region (the A-region), but s ta rt to deviate 
from the data at higher energies. We particularly note the discrepancy observed 
at higher energy' for the total cross section (figure 4) of the 7 p —► p-x0 process. 
This problem may be the result of the truncated set of resonances used in this 
calculation and a better fit may be obtained by including more resonances such 
as the A(1600), iV(1620) and iV(1650). We also remark the strange behavior of 
the differential cross sections corresponding to 6  =  120° and 6  =  I30°(figure 6 ) a t 
higher energy' for the same process. This may be improved by fitting more data  
points or including more resonances as we previously stated.
For the polarization observables in both processes, they are reasonably well 
behaved through the A-region, but discrepancies are observed as the energy in­
creases. Again, inclusion of higher resonances may improve our results.
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TABLE II: Table of parameters for the single pion photoproduction process. The 
second column shows parameters tha t are derived from PDG. The parameters in 
the third column are obtained by fitting both total cross sections of the 7 p —» -~n  
and 7p —> ~°p processes, x 2 — 141 and the number of points is N=76. These 
correspond to x 2d o f  — 2-35.
Parameters P.D.G. values Fit values
/-AiV 2.16 ±  0.06 2.11
J~NmoN 0.64 ±  0.09 0.69
/?r/Vi52o;V 2.73 ±  0.27 2.36
/xAri535̂V 0.29 ±  0.09 0.07
7\ for A 7 JV 0.688 ±  0.022 0.656
T2 for A7 N -0.305 ±  0.047 -0.556
T£ for Ar(1440)7p ±0.0407 ±  0.0025 0.0164
T2 for iV( 1440)772 ±0.0250 ±  0.0063 0.0204
T\ for Ar(1520)7p 0.620 ±  0.062 0.459
T2 for iV(1520)7p 0.350 ±  0.045 0.239
T\ for ^"(1520)772 -0.110 ±0.014 0.1473
T2 for N(  1520)772 0.039 ±  0.021 1.5299
To for iV(1535)7p ±0.0394 ±  0.0072 -0.0024
T2 for ^V(1535)772 ±0.0259 ±  0.0165 4.4932
TABLE III: Table of parameters for the single pion photoproduction process. The 
second column shows the standard values for G ^  and [45]. The parameters in 
the third column are obtained by fitting both total cross sections of the 7 p —> 1r+n 
and 7p —>• 7r°p processes, x 2 = 141 and the number of points is N=76. These 
correspond to X d o f  — 2.35.
Parameters Standard values Fit values
G[“] for NNcu 7.98 0.494
G ^ ] for N N uj -0.95 -0.813
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TABLE IV: Table of parameters for the single pion photoproduction process. The 
second column gives parameters that are derived from PDG. The parameters in the 
third column are derived by simultaneously fitting the total cross sections of 7 p —► 
Ti^n and 7p —» ir°p with their differential cross sections, their polarized photon 
asymmetries E and their polarized target asymmetries T  to some experimental 
data sets, y2 =  4013 and the number of points is N=529. These give x 2d o f  — ~ -& -
Parameters P.D.G. values Fit values
/ itAjV 2.16 ±  0.06 2.17
f'.riVi-no-V 0.64 ±  0.09 0.72
f~ :V̂ 520 -V 2.73 ±  0.27 2.99
/~iVl535jV 0.29 ±  0.09 0.27
T\ for A y N 0.668 ±  0.022 0.664
T2 for A y N -0.305 ±  0.047 -0.499
T£ for Ar(1440)7p ±0.0407 ±  0.0025 -0.0061
T£ for N(  1440)7n ±0.0250 ±  0.0063 0.0234
Ti for iV(1520)7p 0.620 ±  0.062 0.743
T2 for Ar(1520)7p 0.350 ±  0.045 0.455
T\ for N(  1520)7n -0.110 ±0.014 1.038
T2 for N (  1520)7n 0.039 ±  0.021 1.659
T% for iV(1535)7p ±0.0394 ±  0.0072 -0.068
T£ for iV( 1535) 771 ±0.0259 ±  0.0165 0.510
TABLE V: Table of parameters for the single pion photoproduction process. The 
second column are the standard values of G ^  and G ^ \  The parameters in the 
third column are derived by simultaneously fitting the total cross sections of 7p —► 
Tr^n and 7 p 7r°p with their differential cross sections, their polarized photon 
asymmetries £  and their polarized target asymmetries T  to some experimental 
data sets, x 2 =  4013 and the number of points is N=529. These give Xdof =  ^-82
Parameters Standard values Fit values
G ^  for N N u 7.98 0.512
G ^  for NNu; -0.95 -0.792
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TABLE VI: Table of decay widths; the second column corresponds to the total 
decay widths listed in P.D.G. The values in the third column are calculated from 
the fitted parameters in table VI.
widths P.D.G. values (GeV) Fit values
Ta 0.120 ±0.005 0.118
^^1440 0.350 ±  0.100 0.422
^̂ 1520 0.122  ± 0.012 0.128
T :VI53S 0.175 ±0.075 0.131
TABLE VII: Table of helicity amplitudes; we show in the second column the 
helicity amplitudes given in PDG. The third column shows our calculated helicity 
amplitudes obtained from the fit.
Helicity amplitudes P.D.G. values (GeV 2) Fit values
H i ,  A(1232) 7 /V -0.140 ±  0.005 -0.139
tfa , A(1232) -> 7 iV -0.258 ±  0.006 -0.247
H i . JV( 1440) —> 7p -0.065 ±  0.004 -0.0097
H i ,  Ar(1440) —> 772 0.040 ±  0.010 0.0373
H i , N (  1520) —>• 7  p -0 .024 ±  0.009 -0.051
# 3 . 7V(1520) —> 7 p 0.166 ±0.005 0.160
H i , iV(1520) —¥ 7n -0 .059 ±  0.009 -0.705
H i ,  iV(1520) —>• 7n -0.139 ±0.011 -0.874
H i ,  7V(1535) —>• 7p 0.090 ±  0.012 -0.105
H i ,  iV(1535) —> 772 -0.046 ±  0.027 0.755
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FIG. 2 : Total cross sections (pb) of 7p —> 7r+n and 7 p —> 7r°p vs. total energy 
IF(GeV'). These plots are obtained by simultaneously fitting both processes. Data 
points are from FU76TOKY.
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FIG. 3: Total cross section (//b) of 7 p —> -n+n vs. total energy IT(GeV). Data 
points are from FU76TOKY.
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FIG. 4: Total cross section (//b) of 7 p —* 7T°p vs. total energy IF(GeV). Data 
points are from FU76TOKY.
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FIG. 5: Differential cross section (/ib) of 7 p —> 7r+n vs. total energy W(GeV).
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FIG. 6 : Differential cross section (/zb) of 7p —> 7r°p vs. total energy H7(GeV).
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FIG. 7: E vs. total energy W (GeV) for the 7 p —> process.
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FIG. 8: E vs. total energy W (GeV) for the 7p —> — °p process.
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FIG. 9: T  vs. total energy IF(GeV) for the 7p —> Tr+n process.
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FIG. 10: T  vs. to tal energy IF(GeV) for the 7 p  —> 7r°p process.
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Chapter 4
DOUBLE PION  
PHO TO PRO DUCTIO N
4 .1  K in e m a tic s
Before we present the amplitude for the process of interest, we first describe the 
kinematics of the process. The kinematics are shown schematically in figure 11. k 
is the momentum of the photon, p x is that of the target nucleon, p2 is that of the 
scattered nucleon, and Q x and Q2 are the pion momenta. Momentum conservation 
gives
k  +  Pi =  P2 +  Qi +  Q2- (27)
Thus, when we construct the amplitude for the process using all the four-vectors 
at our disposal, we can eliminate one of these from consideration.
The total center-of-mass energy of the process is y/s, where s =  (k + p x)2. We 
may define a variable t as the square of the momentum transfered to the nucleon, 
which is related to the scattering angle of the nucleon in the c.o.m. frame. Thus, 
t = {p2 ~Pi ) 2 =  2M 2  — 2E XE 2 — 2 |pi||p^|cos# where M, E x and E 2 are respectively 
the mass of the nucleon, energies of the incident and the outgoing nucleons and 6  
is the scattering angle.
43
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FIG. 11: Kinematics of the two-pion photoproduction process.
The differential cross section for this process is described in terms of 5 kine­
matic variables. These may be, for instance, two Lorentz invariants and three 
angles. One obvious choice for one of the invariants is s. The choice of the other 
four quantities can be fairly arbitrary, and will depend on what information is be­
ing presented. One choice is the scattering angle of the nucleon, 9, or equivalently, 
t. For the other three variables, we can choose, for example, sn7T = (Q i + Q 2 ) 2  
and clQ^ =  d9* 7rd4>^, as illustrated in the figure. Another equally valid choice 
would be s 771 =  (pa +  Q 1)2 and  dTVNvi, where the solid angle is defined in the rest 
frame of the nucleon-pion pair. In this work, we choose the kinematic variables s, 
t. s~~ and Detailed analysis of these variables is given in appendix A.
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4 .2  In varian t a m p litu d e  an d  cro ss  s e c t io n
The invariant m atrix element iA4 fi can be written as
iM / i  =  u(p2 )Ofieflu(pi), (28)
where u(pi) and u(p2) are respectively the Dirac spinors for the initial and final 
nucleons. O '1 is the hadronic current operator describing the hadronic strong 
interaction, and t* the photon polarization vector.
The hadronic current can be expressed as
16
= Y .  B iN f ,  (29)
j=i
where the amplitude coefficients Bj  are Lorentz invariant quantities depending on 
kinematic variables only. The A/T are chosen to be the sixteen covariant matrices
Af t  = i .k i* ,
M i  = Pi, Vft = 7-Qipf,
M i  = Q i, M i  = 7-Q ,Q i.
M i = Q i, Mi2 = i .Q ,Q i ,
M i  =  7 " ,  Mi3 =  -,.Q n “,
M i  =  7 .*pf, M i  = - / .k y .Q r f ,
M i  = 7 kQ i, M i  = y J n -Q iQ i,
M i  =  7  kQ i, Mis = y-ky-Q iQ i- (30)
In equation (30), we have already taken into account the Dirac equations for the 
incoming and outgoing nucleons, both on shell, namely
jfiui = M ui, (31)
f c u 2 = M u 2, (32)
as well as the conservation of four-momentum pi +  k  =  p2 -F Qi +  Q2. Also,
note that since we have an even number of pseudoscalar mesons ( and 7t2) with
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unnatural parities, the matrices A f f ’s do not contain the pseudoscalar matrix 75 . 
Furthermore, any other covariant matrix can be expressed in terms of a linear 
combination of these sixteen Mj1.
Conservation of current (gauge invariance) requires that
k^O* =  0, (33)
which yields four conditions on the invariant scalars B j ,  namely
(k2 B\ 4- p\.kB 2 4- Qi-kBz 4- Q 2 -kB^) — 0.
7 .k(B$ 4- p\.kB 6 4- Q i.kB 7 4- Q 2 -kB%) =  0,
~;.Ql (k2 B<> 4- pi.kBio 4- Q i-kB n  4- Qi-kBi^i) — 0,
A-Q d-k(B \z  4- Pi-kBu  4- Q\.kB\s  4- Qi~kB\§) =  0 . (34)
From these equations, we can eliminate four of the amplitude coefficients, leav­
ing us with twelve independent amplitude coefficients, or Lorentz-Dirac structures, 
to describe the amplitude. One choice would be to eliminate B 2, B 5, £ 10, and B 13, 
giving
,M„ = fifo) ( (B,+ 0 iB9) ( - + (ft+ 0iB,.)(-2!«%) +
I 2 pi-k p\.k
(B \ 4" fQ 1B 1 2 ) -f- (Be + Q iB i^ijuP ifi)  +
P \ - k
(B r+ Q i B ls)huQi^) + (Be + F ^ u ( Pl), (35)
where F^u = e^k" — euk** is the electromagnetic field strength tensor. It is clear 
that another form of u(p2 )etlOflu(pi) can be derived by eliminating a different set 
of four amplitude coefficients.
Another way to write down iAAji is to use a different set of 4-momenta such 
us q = Q 1 — Q2, Q = Q 1 + Q 2 , k and p\. By doing this, the 16 covariant matrices 
are
AT? = Tfry", ^  = 1 .k1 .q1^.
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A/? =  r f , 7II
S?
A/31 = Afu  =
A/? =  Q", K 2 = 1 -qQ
a #  = y 1. A/13 =  7-97^1
Atf = l - k t t ; A/*i4 =  J.k'y.qp't^
A/71 =  7 A/*i5 =  l-k-f.qq^.
= j . k ( T , A/% =  7 - ^ . g ^
Current conservation again yields four equations and by eliminating 




P i - k Pi -k
) +  ( B6+  ^ B h ) ( 7 uPifi) +
(37)
Even though the 16 covariant matrices look independent from each other, we 
claim that, by using the so-called ‘equivalence theorems’, they can be related to 
each other. These theorems can be established by equating the result obtained 
by saturating the indices a. /3, 7 , S, u, 77 and a  in with the 4-vectors of
the process, and contracting them using on one hand the expression [53]
t a0 iS e isT}<rii
and on the other hand
q aT* g«P 9 atl
g Hn 9 0P 9 0p
97" 9 ™ 91P 9 7/1
gSV gSp 0 *
(38)
=  ( • i f ^ ” 7,7A7.T«) ( I ^ ' /A W 7p"yv7r.7..-)
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- 1
( ^ ! ) 2  7p7a7t7*
7p/ 7 a'7 t , 7 /c/
g pa g p3 9 ” gP*
g Xa gXfi gXl gXS
9 t q gT0 gTy 9 tS
gKa gA& gK1 9*6
g S " gP'r7 gP'v gPP
g X'u g *  n gX'a gXp
9 t u g T'n 9 t ' ° 9 Til
gK'V g Xn g , - a gK(1
(39)
By this technique, we find four equivalence equations. They are
A/ 4 — 7Tt— (2628-^T +  2miV6 3 4 A/^ — 2m^b2iAfii -basAfj^ 4- 2bx2 Af2-Wig
4- 2 777 :v bo^Af  ̂ 4- 2m 1\-b̂ sAJ'iQ 4- 2b3 6 j\f^.i — m,vbsAf^ — bjAf^ — 9 -^ /3 ) •
A/g1 =  —— (2mtfb23N£ 4- 2b2 iAf~ — 2bisAf{\ 4- 2m^b32 Afi5  +  2mNbuAf2
-O16
4-26gA/g1 4- 2626jVu) — 8 m ^ k  ■ qk ■ Q Af^ — bzAf$ — m ^b^A fi  — bigAfi3)
Al ( 2  = ^  (2 7 7 2 ^ -6 1 1  A/3 1 +  2b$Afj 4- 262oA/n 4- 2m i\bz7 Afi5  — 2 m ,v6 2 2 A/2i
—2bi4Af£ — 2bi$AfiQ 4- 277î 6 3 5 A/7 4  "+■ b2 Af$ — Tn^b^Af}^ 4- bjAfg),
Al iq = —— (261A/31 4- 2m lvbl0Afr — 2m .Y&29A/11 4- 263oA/"i5 4- 2b^Af2
—47?i;v 627/c • qAf$ — 2777.v/)24A/"io 4- 265A/T4 — 62A/"/i — 63A/"/̂  4- m^bgAfg)
where the are lengthy kinematical functions. These equations allow us to drop 
the structures A/41, A/g\ A/12 and A/-̂  from equation (30).
We may also rewrite iA4/, in a form that is similar to that written by Chew- 
Goldberger-Low-Nambu for the process 7 A/ —> iW  [36]. Thus, we write the 
amplitude as [55]
iA</' = (40)
where the amplitude F  is
F  =  e.QiFi 4- P.P2 F2 4- e.Qx&.fizcr.QiFz 4- e.p^<5\j^<?.QiF, 4-
e.Qxa.p2a . k F 5 +  e.p2a .p 2a .kF 5 4- t .Q\(?.Qi<J.kF7 4- e.p2a . Q i 0 .kFs 4-
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cr.Qi<7 .eF9 4- a.p2 d.eF \ 0 4- id.(e x k)F u 4- id  .p2a .Qx5  .{ i  x Ar)Fl2, (41)
or
F  -  EQiF[ 4- e.p2 F2 4- e.Qid.p2 x Q i F3' 4- e.p2 d.p2 x Q XF[ 4-
e.Qxd.p2 x k F '5 4- e.p2 d.p2 x FFg 4- e.Qxd.Qi x ArFf 4- e.pod.Qr x £Fg 4- 
(f.Q! x eFg 4- <J.p2  x eF^g 4- f<7 .(<Tx k)F'n 4- id.p2 x x k)F'l2. (42)
The constants a and 6 are respectively. 4- M  and p2 4- M  and the F, and F( 
arc linear combinations of the F ,. We note that the second form of F  is obtained 
by writing 5 .Q x5.t  =  Q x.e 4- ia .Q x x e.
Neither of these equations may be the optimal forms, as we are yet to explore 
which choice of structures will lead to the simplest representation of helicity am­
plitudes. differential cross sections, etc. Thus, these forms are the most general 
that can be written for this amplitude. All quantities of interest can now be cal­
culated in terms of the coefficients, the Bj.  Thus, up to this point, everything 
has been completely model independent. All that is now left to be done is to 
construct a model for the B j .  In this section, we discuss the model that we choose 
to calculate the single and double pion photoproduction cross sections.
Finally, the square of the amplitude |iAAy,-|2 or the cross section now looks like
\ iM fi \2 =  f ;  B iB jF i j ,
ij= 1
where Fl} are quantities depending on scalar products only. We note that expres­
sions of these Fy are long and complicated, and are not shown here. However, 
the full expression for the cross section is given in appendix B.
4 .3  E F F E C T IV E  L A G  R A N  G IA N  F O R  D O U ­
B L E  P I O N  P H O T O P R O D U C T IO N
An approach similar to what we have used for the single pion photoproduction is 
used to calculate the amplitude coefficients for the double pion photoproduction.
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It should be pointed out that the extractions of these amplitude coefficients Bj are 
done with the help of Mathematica. Some of the amplitudes are very complicated 
and create several thousands of output lines. For this reason, we do not write 
down here the expressions for these lengthy amplitude coefficients, but we show 
all the "Feynman7 diagrams that we need for the process of interest. In all of the 
diagrams, solid lines correspond to the ground state nucleons, thick solid lines 
represent baryon resonances, wavy lines are photons, dashed lines are pions, and 
curly lines are vector mesons.
The diagrams in figure 12 are the Born terms. These are the diagrams in which 
the only intermediate particles are ground state nucleons and pions. Diagrams (c) 
and (f) contain, respectively, the gauge term N N it7  or Kroll-Ruderman term and 
the ArAr7T7T7  term which arise from minimal substitution in the N N tt vertex and 
the N N tttt  vertex. Diagram (g) contains the 77T7T7r chiral anomaly vertex, which 
will be the object of study of at least one experiment at Jefferson Lab [58]. In 
addition, the set of diagrams (a), (b) and (c) together satisfies gauge invariance 
and so does each diagram of (d), (e), (f) and (g). Finally, we point out that 
each diagram shown actually corresponds to a set of contributions, as we do not 
show all of the permutations that arise. For example, figure (12a) represents six 
different diagrams, the other five arising from attaching the photon and pion lines 
to the nucleon line in all possible ways.
Figure 13 shows the diagrams that involve vector mesons. For this work, we 
consider only the p meson. The print decay does not exist with two identical 
pions, so most of these diagrams do not contribute to the process j N  —> Nit°~0. 
Diagram (b) contains the gauge term pntTt7  arising from minimal coupling in the 
pTtTt vertex. Similarly, the NNfry  vertex arises from minimal substitution in N N p.  
As before, these diagrams can be divided into two sets of diagrams (a)-(e) and
(f)-(h) which separately satisfy gauge invariance.
Figure 14 represents the diagrams which contain a single nucleon resonance. 
In our case, these resonances can be either the A(1232), Roper Ar*(1440), the 
Ar*(1520) or the Ar*(1535). The combined set of diagrams (a)-(d) is gauge invari­
ant whereas each one of the rest of the diagrams satisfies gauge invarince on its
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own.
In figure 15. we present the diagrams that contain both a barvon resonance and 
a vector meson and in figure 16. we show diagrams with two barvonic resonances. 
The diagrams of figures 15 and 16 depend on some new couplings, in general. 
For instance, diagrams in figure 15 are proportional to the set of couplings g x -x P 
while diagrams 16(a) and 16(b) depend respectively on the couplings oA-.v,^ and 
gx-x -7- Neither of these sets of couplings are known, in general
In addition to the vertices shown in chapter 3, a few more vertices are needed 
for this calculation. They are presented in the next sections. The corresponding 
vertices along with the propagators are shown in appendix C.
4 .4  B o rn  te r m s
The Lagrangians for the Born terms shown in figure 12 are
-  47tA 1
C x X tttt -N ( P i P i  . T /N ijk^i P j  ( 9 ^  P k ) )  N  +  H.C. .4 r ;
Cxx-/-- =  N  p(Ti53j -  TsSij'jfrejA^N  +  H.c.,
a3 e'’kAtl(du<f>i)(da<t>j )(d0 cj>k) + H .c .,
where F uX = duA x — dxA u is the electromagnetic field strength tensor. N  is a 
generic notation for the nucleon and o for the pion. q* is the charge of the pion 
and r, the isospin operator for I  =  A. Ai and /T- are coupling constants and F 3,r
is the 7  3~ structure function that we are going to discuss in chapter 6 .
We note that as is proportional to 7 _e (given the fact that .4M is
proportional to e^) and our general amplitude, equation (37) does not depend on 
the amplitude coefficient £?5, diagram ( /)  in figure 12 contributes in the born terms 
through gauge invariance. In addition, for the N N 7T7t vertex, we take into account 
both the isoscalar part and the isovector part [54] of the amplitude. However, the 
isovector part does not contribute in the coupling involving two identical pions 
(~°~°) -
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4 .5  V ec to r  m eso n  c o u p lin g s
The Lagrangians with the p-meson are
I-'fmt — S p ^ - ik jP id ^ fp jA p f .  -F H . C . ,
Cpx-x-f — e } f p € i k j A pf .A - lfl<t>i(()j +  H . C . .
CfnNN =  ^ q pN h . A ; 7 .Ay -  A;.Ay)N  + H.c.. (43)
where p represents a meson field and N  the nucleon field. f p is a coupling constant 
and e3 is the charge of the pion y ‘.
4 .6  S p in -1  re so n a n ce  co u p lin g s
The Lagrangians involving the N* are
CK.N^  = N ' l z ^ h n t i j ^ A ^ j N  + H.c..
£ ,v ,v t»  =  -  ■ ^ - ^ ~ l ^ i j t T i < ! > i ( d l‘ 9 k ) ) N  +  H . C . ,
■C.v.v, =  N - I „ t ,  { -  } N  +  H M  4)
where N* represents a generic notation for the spin-^ resonance, N  is the nucleon 
field and <p is the pion field. The operator Is is either 1 or 75 depending on the 
parity of the resonance. is the mass of the the resonance and M  the mass of 
the nucleon, /jvyw , A*, F*, G™ and G*£ are coupling constants.
4 .7  S p in -1  re so n a n ce  co u p lin g s
As we mentioned earlier, the sp in -| resonant states involved in this energy range 
{E1 =  800 MeV) are the A(1232) and the isospin-| iV*(1520) resonances. The 
effective Lagrangians for the R N x j  and R N p  interactions are
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where R** is the vector spinor of the resonance. N  is the nucleon field and <? the 
pion field. /r ,v -t a i~. • and a3 are coupling constants.
As seen in figure 16. two pion photoproduction contains also the double res­
onant vertices such as R 'R tt and R' R'y. The corresponding effective Lagrangians
are
where the off-shell terms have already been ignored in writing the above equa­
tions. We note that predictions by Oset et. al [30] conclude that the off-shell 
contribution of the A(1232) to the total cross section is very small and can be 
neglected everywhere in our energy range, threshold to E-, =  800 MeV. The first 
Lagrangian ClRRl arises from the interaction between the photon field Au and the 
resonance (for instance the A) via its charge. Thus, this term vanishes with a 
chargeless resonance. The second term C2RRy corresponds to the interaction due 
to the magnetic moment of the resonance. We remark that in the A A 7  coupling, 
the photon can be either isoscalar or isovector. Consequently, the coupling TRR 
is written as T RR =  (k* +  T$k*) where k* and k* are respectively the isoscalar 
and isovector anomalous magnetic moments of the A. C \Rl and CARRl arise re­
spectively from the interaction between the photon field A" and the resonance 
via its quadrupole and octupole moments. In this work, we use only the C l̂ R^
R!,Lh T j T lKR3'dlldv<i>jRr +  H.c., 
R!tLh T { T l ,R,g ilt/0 j Rv +  H.c...
RR-r
1 +  T
R *11o{—e — 5- ^ ) [7a9hu ~ hf,9u\ +  lu9n\) +  y^ fx 7 u]AxR l/ +  H.c., 
R,* h T t R~f«-t(iFa0Rr + H.c.,
R ^ h k ^ A ^ R r  +  H.c..
R '^ h k ^ (a l0 F Q0 kuR 1' +  H.c., (46)
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Lagrangians for the AA7  coupling . The £ ^ 7  terms are not well-known in the 






FIG. 12: Born diagrams: continuous straight lines are nucleons. Dashed lines are 
pions and wavy curves are photons. All intermediate particles are ground-state 
nucleons and pions.
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FIG. 13: Diagrams containing vector mesons. The curly lines represent the
mesons.
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FIG. 14: Diagrams containing resonances. The thick solid lines are the nucleon
resonances.
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FIG. 15: Diagrams containing a nucleon resonance and a vector
FIG. 16: Diagrams containing two resonances.
meson.
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4 .8  C o u p lin g  c o n s ta n ts  an d  f it t in g  p r o c e d u r e
We note that some of the parameters that are used in this work are already well- 
known in the literature, so we do not discuss them here. They are presented 
in appendix F. However, we calculate some of the necessary coupling constants 
by using the properties of the helicity amplitudes, partial-wave amplitudes and 
decay widths obtained from experimental measurements (PDG) [34]. They are 
the coupling constants of the following decay processes:
V (1520 , J '"  =  |  ) -> A(-/p =  j +) +  * ( ./ '’ =  0 "), 
A(1232, J P = T )  N ( J P = l{ ) + l ( J F = -*■-),
:V*(1520, . lp =  |  ) N ( J P = j +) +  '/( J p = r ) .
Detailed calculations of the corresponding coupling constants are presented in 
appendices G and H. On the other hand, we fit our theoretical cross section to 
the experimental data  and extract some previously unknown coupling constants. 
These fitted coupling constants are T ^ A, TAitA in the A 7tA coupling, k *. /:* in the 
magnetic moment term  of the A7 A coupling and a j, a2, <13 in the A p N  coupling. 
The corresponding amplitudes and vertices are shown in figure 17.
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A^AiVp =  u{pf YihT: { a xCp +  a2'Y.€pQ f  +  a3ep.pA Q^)u(pi)
B p
A •  N'B -N
FIG. 17: Parameters extracted from fit.
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RESULTS A N D  DISCUSSION
In figure 19. we present for the 7 p —► 7r+7r- p isospin channel, contributions to 
the total cross section of four sets of diagrams. One of these contributions is the 
Born terms shown in figure 12. Another is the A(1232)-terms (figure 14, diagrams
(a), (b), (c) and (d) but not including the magnetic moment term of the A 7 A 
interaction as its corresponding coupling constants are still to be extracted from a 
fit). The third contribution is that of the iV*(1440) and the fourth contribution is 
that of the diagrams with iV*(1520)A7r coupling shown in figure 16. We note that 
the seagull terms (diagrams (d) and (e)) in the Born diagrams are relatively small 
compared to the other diagrams. In addition, for the A(1232)-terms, diagrams 
(e). (f), (g) and (h) are not included for the same reason. However, we find 
that, in general the A(1232)-terms contribute significantly at all the energies for 
this particular isospin channel. To be precise, the Kroll-Ruderman terms (diagram
(b)). the pion-exchange terms (diagram (c)) and the A7 A coupling terms (diagram 
(d)) with a A 'r+ are the most important. This is due to the fact that the A ++ 
states have an isospin coefficient 1 whereas for the A 0 states, this isospin coefficient 
is In addition, we observe that the contributions of the JV*(1520) are small 
compared to that of the A(1232) but present a peak a t about 730 MeV which 
is the source of the peak of the total cross section. We also note that the main 
contribution for iV*(1520) arises from the S-wave A ++7t -  final state, but not the 
D-wave part.
60
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We note that in producing the contribution of the A(1232)-terms (figure 14) 
in the 7p —> tt+tt' p channel, an absorptive factor has been attached to each 
vertex of diagrams containing the A ++ state in order to reduce the A-contribution. 
Figure 18 shows the contributions of the A(1232)-terms with and without the 
absorptive effect. In this calculation, we use the Eikonal [56, 57] model in which 
the absorptive factor is
C ±  =  I 1 -  G e  ) • (4 7 )
where ./ =  |  and Pa are respectively the spin and the three-momentum of the 
A. (a  and .4a are some parameters that we choose to obtain the best fit for our 
calculation. In this work, we choose G  =  0.45 and .4a =  50 GeV-2. We remark 
that this type of factor has not been introduced in the calculation of the single 
pion photoproduction because the A ++ does not appear in that process. For the 
same reason, we do not use this factor for the 7p —> 7T°7r°p and 7p  —> 7T+7r°n 
channels.
The p-terms (figure 1 3 ) , as well as the jV * (1 4 4 0 )  contribution are very small for 
the 7r+7r~p isospin channel. However, the iV*(1440) is expected to give a larger 
relative contribution for the 7r°7r°p channel. - / V '( 1 5 3 5 ) |-  which decays almost 
equally into ~ N  and r]N does not affect the cross section significantly. Reso­
nances such as Ar'(1 6 0 0 ) |+ and iV * ( 1 6 2 0 ) 4 ~ .  both with isospin /  =  §, and higher 
resonances are not included as their contributions are thought to be irrelevant at 
this energy range (P 7=0-800 M e V )  and should not modify the total cross section 
significantly. However, this hypothesis must be tested. The experimental data 
presented in this work are taken from [26], the DAPHNE data  obtained in 1 9 9 5 .
In figure 20, Born, A and iV*(1520)A7r-terms contributions are shown for the 
double neutral pion channel. All A-Kroll-Ruderman terms and the pion-exchange 
terms vanish as photons do not couple to neutral pions. Indeed, A terms are 
relatively small. On the other hand, the Ar*(1520)-terms contribute significantly 
in this channel and the iV*(1440)-terms present a peak at about 650 MeV.
For the 7p —>• tt+7r°n isospin channel, we plot in figure 21 the contributions
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of the Born terms. A, iV'(1440) and iV*(1520) terms. We claim that there is a 
decrease of A contribution compared to the 7 p —»• Ti+~~p. This is due to the 
fact that the neutral pions do not couple with photons and that a few significant 
Feynman diagrams do vanish. However, we still see the peak of Ar*(1520) terms 
at about 730 MeV.
Figures 22 to 36 present total cross sections of 7 p —» tt+ tt~ p , ~fp —> ~ ° tt°p and 
77; —> - +-°n  processes. All terms that we previously mentioned are included. In 
addition, diagram (d) of figure 14 with the magnetic moment vertex u x ( p / ) ( k * +  
T±k*)yfl7 „F*“/ux(pi) is taken into account. Diagrams (a) and (b) of both figures 
15 and 16 are also included where the thick solid lines are the A(1232) resonances.
In table VIII, we show param eters extracted from individual fits of the three 
processes. and are the parameters describing the AttA coupling, k*
and kl are respectively the isoscalar and isovector anomalous magnetic moments 
of the A7 A coupling and a1; a2 and a 3 are the parameters for the A p N  coupling. 
In addition, values of x 2 an<i  -V(number of data points) are given. The first 
row corresponds to the 77? —> 7T+tr~p process. Total cross section and several 
contributions are shown in figure 22. x 2 Per degree of freedom is x 2d o f  = 2.90. 
We observe that we obtain good agreement with the experimental data up to 
E 1 =  800 MeV'. The second row corresponds to the 7p —>• tt0?r°p process and the 
fit is presented in figure 23 with X 2d o f  — 5.32. Our calculation fits quite well 
the experimental data. For the 773 —> 7r+7r°n process, parameters are given in 
the third row and calculation is given in figure 24. We reproduce pretty well the 
total cross section up to E~, =  750 MeV, but there is a significant discrepancy 
above that energy, x 2 Per degree of freedom is X d o f = 20.43 which is much 
higher compared to the those of the previous processes. We note that a pretty 
good fit usually gives a x 2 Per degree of freedom about 1 to 3 (see for instance 
figure 2 ). Consequently, our model fails to fit the 7 p —» 7r+7r°n process with a 
reasonable value of X % o f - Thus, we will consider giving different weight to the x 2 
corresponding to this process when simultaneously fitting these three processes.
In table IX, we present different values of coupling constants extracted from 
simultaneous fits. Parameters in the first row are derived by simultaneously fitting
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the total cross sections of 7p —> ~+tt~p, 7 p —> 7T°7r°p and 7p —> 7r+7r°7i processes 
with equal weight. This means that x2 =  X2 +  X2 +  xi- The fits are shown in 
figures 25. 26 and 27, and X d o f  = 12.91. Consequently, we reproduce pretty well 
the total cross section of the 7r+7r°n channel up to =  760 MeV. After that, our 
fit keeps rising instead of decreasing with the data points. On the other hand, we 
poorly reproduce the total cross sections of both 7r+7r~p and 7r°7r°p channels.
Parameters in the second and third rows are obtained by simultaneously fitting 
the three total cross sections and by giving different weight to x2- For the second 
row. we take x 2 = X2 +  x 2 +  0-50x1 an<̂  the value of x 2 Per degree of freedom is 
X d o f  = 9.32. The fits are presented in figures 28, 29 and 30. For the third row, 
we choose x 2 = Xi +  X2 +0.10x1 which yields X dof = 5-39 and the fits are shown 
in figures 31. 32 and 33.
Xext, we drop the " +7r0rc channel and simultaneously fit only the total cross 
sections of 7p —> ir+-n~p and 7p —> 7r°7r°p. Extracted parameters are shown in the 
fourth row. We note th a t these two processes form the pair tha t yields the lowest 
value of X d o f  among the other pairs. The fits are presented in figures 34 and 35, 
and figure 36 is then plotted by using the same parameters. The value of x2 per 
degree of freedom is X d o f  =  3.67.
We remark that for the N (1440), we choose Ti44o =  140 MeV. With this choice, 
contribution of diagrams in figure 14, except the seagull terms (the last diagram 
and its cross term) are irrelevent to the total cross sections. For the 7p —> ir+Tr~p 
and 7 p —> 7r+7r°n processes, the isoscalar seagull term  almost cancels the isovector 
one with our choice of parameters (A* =  4.75 and F* =  0.053). As a result, 
their contributions to both total cross sections are very small. However, for the 
7p —> 7r°7r°p process, the isovector part does not contribute. The isoscalar term 
presents a peak around E 7 =  650 MeV, contributes significantly (figure 20) to the 
total cross section and plays a major role in fitting the experimental data.
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TABLE VIII: Table of parameters; these parameters are obtained by respectively 
f i t t i n g  t h e  Tr°ir°p and 7r+ 7r°n  channels.
T 1 t L ± % Ci a2 03 x 2 N
-2.012 -0.511 0.816 -0.145 3.869 -0.579 66.412 98.66 41
-6.071 -0.360 1.807 -1.596 3.727 4.824 -31.676 26.63 12
1.196 -0.874 0.476 -0.250 -10.828 0.316 42.146 102.15 12
TABLE IX: Table of parameters: the first three rows are obtained by simultane­
ously fitting all three processes, and parameters in the fourth row are extracted 
by simultaneously fitting only the ir+~~p and 7r+7r°n channels.
T 11 AiA T- *; Gi a2 03 X" N
-1.350 -.0406 0.638 -0.168 2.645 6.105 22.168 749.626 65
-1.741 -0.285 0.567 -0.130 2.881 6.093 25.495 541.022 65
-2.726 0.194 0.396 -0.042 2.312 4.116 37.105 313.023 65
-4.176 0.703 0.307 -0.069 1.672 1.897 47.182 213.496 53
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FIG. 18: Contribution of the A(1232)-terms. The solid line represents the A- 
contribution without the absorptive factor. The long-dashed line is the contribu­












400.0 500.0 700.0 800.0600.0
FIG. 19: Cross section (^/b) of 7p  —> 7r+7r~p. The dotted line is the Born contri­
bution, the thick long-dashed line corresponds to the A, the dashed line to the 
Ar*(1440) and the solid line to the iV*(1520) contribution.
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FIG. 20: Cross section (/xb) of 7p —» 7r°7T°p vs. Lab photon kinetic energy 












400.0 500.0 600.0 700.0 800.0
FIG. 21 : Cross section (/xb) of 7p —>• 7r+7r°n vs. Lab photon kinetic energ\r 
£■7 (MeV). The key of this figure is as in figure 19.
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400.0 700.0500.0 600.0 800.0
FIG. 22: Total cross section (pb) of 7p —» 7 vs. Lab photon kinetic en­
ergy E-.(MeV'). The thick continuous line corresponds to the total cross section, 
the thick long-dashed line to the A contribution, the long-dash-dotted line to 
the contribution of diagrams with the magnetic moment A7 A vertices, the thick 
dashed line to the contribution of diagrams with A p N  vertices, the long-dashed 
line to the contribution of diagrams with AttA vertices, the solid line to the con­
tribution of diagrams with iV(1520)7rA vertices, the dotted line to the Born terms 
and the dashed line to the N(1440) contribution. The N(1535) contribution is very 
small and does not appear in the figure. The data sets are taken from Daphne 
1995. This fit is obtained by fitting only the 7 p —> ~p reaction data  to our 
calculation.
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400.0 500.0 700.0600.0 800.0
FIG. 23: Total cross section (pb) of 7p —>• 7r°7r°p vs. Lab photon kinetic energy 
.^(M eY ). The key of this figure is as in figure 22. This fit is obtained by fitting 
o n l y  the 7p —» 7r°7r°p  reaction data to our calculation.
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FIG. 24: Total cross section (pb) of 7p —> 7r+7r0n vs. Lab photon kinetic energy 
E 1 (MeV). The key of this figure is as in figure 22. This fit is obtained by fitting 
only the 7 p —>• 7r+7r°n reaction data to our calculation.
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400.0 500.0 600.0 700.0 800.0
FIG. 25: Total cross section (fib) of 7p —» TT+ir~p v s . Laboratory kinetic en­
ergy E y(\leV). The key of this figure is as in figure 22. This fit is obtained by 









FIG. 26: Total cross section (fib) of 7 p —¥ 7r07r°p vs. Laboratory kinetic energy 
£-,(MeV). The key of this figure is as in figure 22. This fit is obtained by simul­
taneously fitting the three processes with x 2 =  Xi +  X2 +  X2-
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400.0 500.0 600.0 700.0 800.0
FIG. 27: Total cross section (fib) of 7p —> 7r+7r°n. The key of this figure is as in 
figure 22 . This fit is obtained by simultaneously fitting the three processes to our 
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FIG. 28: Total cross section (fib) of 7 p —>■ 7r+7r~p. The key of this figure is as in 
figure 22 . This fit is obtained by simultaneously fitting the three processes to our 
theoretical calculation with x2 =  Xi +  X2 +  0-50x2-
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700.0400.0 500.0 600.0 800.0
FIG. 29: Total cross section (pb) of 7p —>■ 7r°ir°p. The key of this figure is as in 
figure 22. This fit is obtained by simultaneously fitting the three processes to our 
theoretical calculation with x2 =  Xi + X2 +  0-50x1-









400.0 500.0 700.0600.0 800.0
FIG. 30: Total cross section (pb) of 7p -* 7r+7r°n. The key of this figure is as in 
figure 22. This fit is obtained by simultaneously fitting the three processes to our 
theoretical calculation with x2 =  X2 +  X2 +  0-50x1-
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600.0 700.0400.0 500.0 800.0
FIG. 31: Total cross section (fib) of 7 p —¥ irJrTr~p. The key of this figure is as in 
figure 22. This fit is obtained by simultaneously fitting the three processes to our 
theoretical calculation with \ 2 =  Xi +  X2 + OIOX3-
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400.0 600.0500.0 700.0 800.0
FIG. 32: Total cross section (fib) of yp  —> 7r°7r°p. The key of this figure is as in 
figure 22 . This fit is obtained by simultaneously fitting the three processes to our 
theoretical calculation with x 2 =  Xi +  X2 T  O-l^xl-
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500.0 600.0400.0 700.0 800.0
FIG. 33: Total cross section (pb) of ~/p -x+n°n. The key of this figure is as in
figure 22. This fit is obtained by simultaneously fitting the three processes to our 













400.0 500.0 600.0 700.0 800.0
FIG. 34: Total cross section ( / i b ) of 7p  — > t t + t t ~ p . The key of this figure is as 
in figure 22 . This fit is obtained by simultaneously fitting the 7p —> -k+tt~p and 
7 p —>• 7T°7r°p processes to our theoretical calculation with x 2 = X2 +  xl-
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400.0 600.0 700.0 800.0
FIG. 35: Total cross section {fib) of 7 p —» 7r°7r°p vs. Laboratory kinetic energy 
fF^MeY). The key of this figure is as in figure 22. This fit is obtained by simul­
taneously fitting the 7 p —» 7r+7r_p and 7p —>• 7r°7r°p processes to our theoretical 









400.0 500.0 600.0 700.0 800.0
FIG. 36: Total cross section (fib) of 7p —» 7r+7r°n vs. Laboratory kinetic energy 
£ ’7 (MeVr). The key of this figure is as in figure 22. This fit is obtained by using 
the parameters extracted from the previous fit.
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Chapter 6
STUDY OF THE AXIAL  
ANOMALY
6 .1  T h e  ax ia l a n o m a ly  a n d  th e  v e r te x  7  —> Sn
Symmetry breaking in physics can occur through several different mechanisms. 
These mechanisms include explicit, spontaneous, dynamical, and quantum me­
chanical symmetry breaking terms. Quantum mechanical symmetry breaking oc­
curs when a symmetry that is present in a classical Lagrangian is broken when 
the theory is quantized. This leads to the occurence of an ‘anomaly’. In early 
theoretical investigations of 7r° decay through two methods, namely the partially 
conserved axial current (PCAC) and current algebra, it was discovered that an 
anomalous axial current is needed to explain the 7r° decay rate [59, 60]. Later, with 
the development of effective chiral Lagrangians, it was clear that the symmetry 
properties of these Lagrangians forbade the transition between an even and odd 
number of mesons, although these transitions are allowed by QCD and are ob­
served in reactions such as 7r° —>• 7 7  and K K  —> 7r+7r_7r°. To amend this problem, 
the Wess-Zumino-Witten effective Lagrangian was constructed [61, 62]. While we 
do not reproduce here the structure of the axial anomaly in the Lagrangian, it is 
important to note that the expression has a known coefficient that depends only 
on the number of colors jVc and on the pion decay constant Fv =  93.1 ±  0.1 MeV.
75
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Thus, the axial anomaly allows the tt° —> 7 7  process to proceed and to pro­
vide one of the widely noted methods for measuring the number of colors. The 
predicted amplitude for the tt0 —> 7 7  process is
-d-77 =  =  0.025 G eV "1. (48)o7T r tt
For X c — 3. The experimental result [63] yields A- 77 =  (0.0240 ±  0.0003) GeV-1 
which is in a good agreement with the predicted amplitude. This is generally 
regarded as an im portant triumph of QCD, both as a test of Nc =  3 and of the 
symmetries and anomalies of the theory.
The axial anomaly also predicts amplitudes for the reactions 7  —>
7  —> I \ + K ~ —° and 7  —> ir+Tr~rjs, wrhere rjg is the octet component of the 77 
meson. The coupling constant F 3t! for the amplitude 7  —¥ 3tt w'as first derived 
from tt0 —>• 7 7  using PCAC [64, 65, 6 6 ] ,  and later from the YVess-Zumino-Witten 
effective chiral Lagrangian. The coupling constant, given by
f 3 '  =  i H f  =  9 -5 G e V ' 3 (49)
is similar to the tt0 decay amplitude and it depends only on N c and the pion decay 
constant.
R. A. Miskimen [58] et al., have proposed to study the axial anomaly and 
measure F 3* using the 7 tt+ —> 7r+7r° reaction near threshold. Cross sections for the 
7 tt+ —> tt+7r° will be obtained from measurement of 7p —> 7r+7r°7r near t zz —ml  
where t  is the square of the momentum transfered of the intermediate pion. In 
fact, preliminary cross sections for the *yp —> 7 process have been measured 
using the CEBAF Large Acceptance Spectrometer (CLAS) with tagged photon 
energies between 0.5 and 2.4 GeV. The 7r+ is detected using the time-of-flight 
and tracking system. The tt0 is detected via reconstruction of the invariant mass 
of its two decay photons, which are detected by an electromagnetic calorimeter. 
From the cross section measurement, the 7  —> 3tt structure function (F 3,r) can be 
extracted at lowr t , and its momentum dependence can be evaluated. In the chiral 
limit, F 3* is related to the tt° —> 27  amplitude. W ithin the context of the chiral
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FIG. 37: Feynman diagram showing the anomalous vertex 7 3 tt. The continuous 
straight lines are baryons. Dashed lines are pions and the wavy curve is the 
photon.
anomaly, which successfully predicts the decay of the 7r°, the 7  —y 3~ vertex can 
be used to evaluate the validity of chiral symmetry in QCD.
Figure (37) shows the t-channel pion exchange diagram for the reaction and 
how it is related to 77r+ —> 7r+7r°.
Using the kinematics of figure (37), we define t' =  (k — Q \)2, u =  (k — Q2 ) 2 
and the already defined s^r =  (Q1 +  QT)2- The constant chiral value for F 3~ is 
strictly valid in the limit where all pairs of invariant masses are zero, k 2 =  s** = 
t' =  u =  0. In the physical region, where s** > 4m 2 and t =  Q\ =  (p2 — p i ) 2 < 0,
f 3s- acquires momentum dependence on k 2, s**, t' and u.
6 .2  D ifferen tia l cross  s e c t io n
The differential cross section for the process is given by
1   _____ 1 l - ^ ^ l  d s ^ - ^ d d ^ ^ d .  COS 02 . 1 .  2  2 \ \ - / t j - 2  n r 2 \
(2j +  1) 256(2ir)4(lF 2 — M 2) W 2^ / s ^  (s x*’m x< mv ) ^ 2 ),
(50)
where j  is the spin of the incoming nucleon and 0 2 is the angle between the 
incoming photon and the outgoing nucleon.
Writing t in term of 02, we obtain
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t  =  (P i ~  P2 ) 2 =  P? +  P2 ~  2p i-P2 = 2A /2 -  2{EiE 2 - P 1 .P2 ) = 2 M 2 -  2 (E XE 2 -
2 |p l | |p 2 | c o s 0 12). where 0 12 is the angle between p[ and p2. Now, using 0X2 =  ~ — d2 
and dcos9 2 = — dt /  (2 \pi\\p2\) the cross section can be rewritten as
where A (a. b, c) =  (a2 +  b2 +  c2 — 2ab — 2ac — 26c) is the K^fllen function.
In figure 38, we present two different sets of differential cross sections da/dtds^-  
(n b / m i ) vs. s ^  = (Qx +  Q2 ) 2 (m£) for the 7p —> 7r+7T°n process. The solid lines 
correspond to the contribution of all the Born terms whereas the long-dashed 
lines are the Born terms without the anomaly contribution. The first set of curves 
(the one with higher cross section at higher corresponds to f =  — rrii and 
the second one to t = —5ml.  These curves are plotted at photon energy E-, = 
1.0 GeV and the coupling constant F 3;r is taken to be 9.5 GeV3. Both sets show 
that the effects of the anomaly terms in the Born terms are more perceptible at 
lower t and at higher sK1?. Figures 39 and 40 show similar sets of curves with 
photon energies respectively En =  1.5 GeV and E-, =  2.0 GeV.
Figure 41 presents the contributions of the anomaly terms for different energies 
and near threshold. These curves show that for a given kinematically allowed value 
of s--.  the contribution of the anomaly term is less relevent for higher energy E-,. 
However, its contribution is more significant at higher energy with higher s-~.
In figure 42, we show differential cross sections d a / d t d s ( n b / m l )  vs. t (m£) 
for the 7p —y ir+Tr°n process for different values of the photon energies =  1.0 
GeV, jE~, =  1.5 GeV', and E~, = 2. GeV, with sn7r =  10m£ and F 3* =  9.5 GeV3. 
We note that as the energy Ey increases, the contribution of the anomaly term 
(figure 37) decreases and the difference between the two curves (solid and long- 
dashed) becomes imperceptible. This decrease of the anomaly term is also shown 
in figure 43. Thus, we remark that the anomaly contribution is more likely to be 
separated from the Born terms at lower energy and near threshold t % — m 3.
In figure 44, we include the Born term, the p and the A,  and plot the differential 
cross sections d a /d td s ^  (rib/m*.) vs. s 1rir =  (Q1 + Q2 ) 2 (m I)  for E-, =  1.5 GeV
dtds
da
2(2i  +  l)
1
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and t — —m l.  The solid line represents the contribution of the Born, p and X  
terms together whereas the long-dashed line represents those without the anomaly 
term. We again observe that the effect of the anomaly term is relevant at threshold 
and at higher Furthermore, comparing figure 39 and figure 44 we remark that 
the main contribution to the differential cross section comes from the Born term 
but not from the p or the A term. The thick dot-dashed line corresponds to the 
anomaly alone whereas the thick long-dashed line corresponds to the difference 
between the full calculation and the calculation without the anomaly. In other 
words, the thick long-dashed line contains the interference term between the two 
calculations. Figure 45 shows the differential cross section (n b /m £) vs.
t (n i l ) with Ey = 1.5 GeV and s =  15 m£. This again shows the relevance of the 
anomaly term at threshold.
We note that in these calculations, we have not introduced any type of form 
factors, and we have not taken into account the effect of the unitarity. Addition­
ally, at this energy range (E-, =  1 — 2 GeV), higher resonances such as the A(1600), 
.V(1620) .V(1650), and many more should be taken into consideration. For these 
reasons, our differential cross section results may not be valid in this high energy 
region. However, we have seen from figure 44 that the Born term is the most 
relevant contribution, and therefore inclusion of these higher resonances may not 
significantly affect the differential cross sections. Hence, we hope to observe the 
significance of the anomaly term  in the process.
Another issue that may arise in extracting the anomaly term is to determine 
whether the contribution of the terms with the anomaly term is largely separated 
from the contribution of the terms without the anomaly one so that the extraction 
is feasible. This problem may occur if we need to take into account the uncertain­
ties of the A term, for instance. To look at this, we present in each of the figures 
46 and 47 two sets of curves. The first set (thick solid and thick dashed lines) 
corresponds to =  2.22  and the second set (non-thick lines) corresponds to
/-.aa- =  2.10. The calculated value of /^ajv is 2.16 ±  0.06. The solid lines are 
the contribution of the Born term (including the anomaly), the p and A term, 
and the long-dashed lines represent the contribution without the anomaly term.
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Thus, figure 46 shows that the contribution of the terms with the anomaly over­
laps with that of the terms without the anomaly for all values of s ^ ,  and therefore 
extraction of the anomaly term may be difficult. On the other hand, we observe 
in figure 47 that both contributions start to separate at about s ** =  21 m i  and 
the extraction becomes more feasible. The effect of this overlap can be minimized 
if we have a more precise value of
We close this chapter by stating tha t we have examined a technique that ex­
amines the anomalous vertex 7 3 ”  and extracts the structure function ,F3;rthrough 
the measurement of the cross section of the 7p —> 7r+ 7r°n  process near t %  — mi. 
where t is the momentum transfer squared of the intermediate pion. We note that 
there is still much to be done in the framework of this model, such as the question 
of unitarity and the inclusion of more higher resonances, if we are to obtain a 
more reliable result from our calculation. In addition, precise physical properties 
of the other couplings should be used to be able to examine the small effect of the 
anomaly term. However, we remark tha t extraction of the structure function F 3'  
is more realistic at higher energy and higher s ^ .
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FIG. 38: Differential cross section d a /d td s ^  (nb/m £) of 7 p —> v s .
s =  (Qi +  Q2 ) 2 (ml)  for E y =  1. GeV and F 3* =  9.5 GeV3. The solid line 
corresponds to the contribution of all the Born terms. The long-dashed line rep­
resents the Born terms without the anomaly term. The first set of curves (the one 
with higher cross section at higher s) corresponds to t = —m* and the second one 
to t = —oral.
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FIG. 39: Differential cross section d a / d t d s ( n b / m * )  of 7p —> ir+7r°n vs. s =  
(Qi + Q 2 ) 2 (ml) for Ey = 1.5 GeV and F 3* =  9.5 GeV3. The key of the figure 
is that of figure 38.
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FIG. 40: Differential cross section da/dtds** (n6/m 4) of 7 p —► 7r '+-K0n  vs. s =  
(Qi +  Q 2 ) 2 {m*) for E 7 =  2 . GeV and F 3,r =  9.5 GeV3. The key o f the figure is 
t h a t  of figure 38 .
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FIG. 41: Differential cross section da/dtds** {nb/m\)  of 7p —> i r ^ i r ° n  vs. s =  
(Q1 + Q 2 ) 2 (m 2)- Theses curves are the contributions of the anomaly terms alone 
for different energies, t = —m* and F 3n =  9.5 GeV3.
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FIG. 42: Differential cross section d a / d t d s ( n b / m \ )  of 7p —> Tr+TT°n vs. t (rrii). 
The solid curves are the contributions of all the Born terms and the long-dashed 
curves are those of the Born terms without the anomaly terms. These three sets 
of curves correspond respectively to £ ’7 =  1. GeV, =  1.5 GeV, and E-, =  2. 
GeV where the lowest set corresponds to the lowest energy and so on. s = 10mi. 
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FIG. 43: Differential cross section d a / d t d s ( n b / m * )  of 7p —¥ tt+tz°n vs. t 
(mic). These curves are the contributions of the anomaly terms alone for different 
energies, s =  10m£ and F 3* =  9.5 GeV3.
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FIG. 44: Differential cross section da/dtds** (n b jm \) of 7 p —>■ tt+ir°n vs. s = 
(Q1 +  Q2 ) 2 (j n 2) for E-, = 1.5 GeV, t =  — m 3 and F 3* =  9.5 GeV3. The solid 
line corresponds to the contribution of the Born term, the p and A term. The 
long-dashed line represents all contributions without the anomaly term. The thick 
long-dashed line is the difference between the full calculation and the calculation 
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FIG. 45: Differential cross section da/dtds** {nb/m\) of 7p -> 7r+7r°n vs. t (m3). 
Ey =  1.5 GeV. s =  15m* and F 3k = 9.5 GeV3. The key of the figure is that of 
figure 44 .
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FIG. 46: Differential cross section d a /d td s ^  (nb/m*) of 'yp —> tt^tz°n vs. s = 
(Q i+ Q i ) 2 (m 2) for E y =  1.5 GeV, t  =  —m 2 and F 37r =  9.5 GeV3. The solid lines 
are the contribution of the Born term (including the anomaly term), the p and A 
term, and the long-dashed lines represent the contribution without the anomaly 
term. In addition, both thick solid and thick long-dashed lines correspond to 
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FIG. 47: Differential cross section d a / d t d s { n b / m \ )  of 7 p —> t z + tz° t i  v s . s  =  
(Q1 +  Q2 ) 2 (m l)  for Ey = 2 . GeV, t = - m l  and F z* =  9.5 GeV3. The key of 
this fugure is that of the figure 46.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSIONS
The model that we proposed for the single pion photoproduction reproduces quite 
well the cross sections for the 7 p —* ir+Tt~p and 7 p —> 7r°7r°p isospin channels from 
threshold to the iV*(1520)|~ resonance region. This confirms th a t vertices such 
as AttA, A N p  and A7 A are essential ingredients in fitting the cross sections and 
enhance the agreement between our calculation and the experimental data. We 
also note that the seagull terms with the iV(1440) resonance plays a key role in 
fitting the experimental data  for the 7p —> ir°Tv°p process.
Additionally, if further improvement should be made in this work, there are 
a few important points that we may have to examine carefully. The first is the 
validity of the effective Lagrangian approach for particles with size and structure. 
It is thought that any structure in these particles can be accounted for by the 
introduction of appropriate form factors a t the vertices. However, in this work, 
we have not yet introduced these forms factors since they do not preserve gauge 
invariance.
Another very im portant issue is th a t of unitarity in the am plitude we calcu­
late. Unitarity for three particles in the final state is rather a  difficult problem 
and no attem pt as far as we know has been successful in solving this particular 
problem. In our case, we ignore unitarity as it may not significantly affect the 
total cross section in our energy range. Furthermore, estimates made by Oset et 
al.[30] confirms that below 800 MeV, the unitarity correction is very small. On
86
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the other hand, this problem could be solved by including the appropriate loops 
in the calculation, but the inclusion of loop diagrams would make this calcula­
tion intractable (there would be far too many possible diagrams for a meaningful 
analysis to be done). In some sense, the inclusion of form factors a t the vertices 
would partially address this problem. Perhaps a better approach would be to use 
these amplitudes as input to a coupled-channel treatment.
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Appendix A
KINEMATICS
The kinematics of the process are shown schematically in figure 11 in chapter 
3. Choosing the photon 3-momentum to follow the -\-z direction, the four-vector 
momenta are
To obtain the components of Q i and Q 2 , we start by writing their components 
in the center of mass frame of the two pions, then make a boost to express them in 
the final state center of mass frame of the system and finally, perform a rotation 
to evaluate them in the initial state center of mass frame of the reaction.
In the center of mass frame of the two pions, the four-momenta are
k = (k()i 0 ; 0 ; ^0)1 
PI =  (E i, 0,0, -fc0), 
p2 = (E2,p 2 sin0,O,p2 cos0), 
Qi  =  ( Q i o , Q u , Q i 2 , Q i 3 ) ,
Q 2 =  (Q'20: Q 2
P2 =  ~ an(  ̂ c) =  +and A (a, b, c) =  (a2 + b2 + c2  — 2ab — 2 ac — 2 be) is the I< /illen
function.
Q\ =  |Q*|(sin0*cos<£*,sin0* sin 0 *,cos0*)}
and
Q2 =  {•ŷ ,  — |<5Tl(sin0*cos0*,sin0*sin<£*,cos0*)},
88
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where |Q ;| =  |QJ| =  so that Q \  +  Q\  =  ( ^ , 0 , 0 , 0 ) .
In the reaction center of mass frame, we can express Q\ 4- Q2 as
Qy + Q2 =  { - A' (-f2v i’A/2] (Sin 0, o, cos 6)}, 
and using the Lorentz transformation
^  =  7 (p 1r + / ? ^ ) :
E' = y(E* + 0Pfi),
P I  = P ^
where || and _L respectively mean parallel and perpendicular to the boost direction, 
we obtain
A2( s ,s ^ ,A /2) ----
 v s   =
s 4- S-x-z — M 2
V ?
Solving for 7  and /3, we get
S  4- SzTZ   M 2
1  2 yJSSzz
A 2 ( 5 , S z z ,  M 2)
$  = (s 4- Szz -  M 2)
The components of the four-momenta Q* and in the center of mass frame 
of the two pions are
Qh =  Q* sin cos 0 * =  (Q*i)x»
Qh  =  Q* s in  sin <p* =  (QT2)_l,
Qh =  Q*cos0* =  (Qta)||,
E Z=2 -  2 ’
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Qt.i =  ~ Q* s in 0'  cos d>* =
Qh = —Q 'sin 8* sin </>* = — (Qh)^,
Qh = - O '  cos0* =  ~{Qh) || where Q* = \Q\\ = \Q%\.
Xow, expressing these components in the final state center of the mass frame 
where p2 + Qi +  Q2 =  0 , we have
E \  =  7 ( ^ i  +  $ Q h ) - -  
Qh = i(Q h + 0EV,
Q11 =  Q*l:
Q12 — Qh-:
E‘2 =  7(^2 "h 3Qh):
Q h = 7 iQh + PE*2),
Qz\ =  Q hi  
Q 2 2  =  Q h -
Finally, a rotation about the y-axis is needed to obtain these components 
written in the initial center of mass frame of the system which are 
Q11 =  — Q\i cos8  — Q[3 sin9,
Q12 ~ Q'\2i
Q \2 =  Q'u sin0 -  Q [ 3 c o s  8 ,
Q 2 1  =  — Q '2 1  cos 8  — Q 23 sin 8 , 
Q 2 2  =  Q ' 2 2 >
Q23 =  Q h  sin 8  — Q '23 cos 8 .
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Appendix B 
CROSS SECTION
The cross section for the 7 (k) + N (pi)  —>■ +  7t(<52) +  A'(p2) process is
\ M \ 2o =  f  . ' ‘ d<t> 3,
y Ayfik.px) 2 -  M 2 k 2
where k ^ .p ^ Q ^ Q ^ .p ^  are respectively the four-momenta of the incident photon 
and incident nucleon, the outgoing pions and outgoing nucleon. A t is the ampli­
tude for the transition which is to be Lorentz invariant to ensure the independence 
of the choice of the frame. d(p3 is the phase space which is given by
= (*>*•(* + * -  *  -  9. -  ft) («)
where E 2, w 1 and u»2 are respectively the energies of the outgoing nucleon, and 
the two pions.
Using the property of the 5-function
54(pi +  k — p2 — Qi — Q2) — J  dQ4 54(Q — Qi — Q 2 )Si (pi + k — p2 — Q ) (53)
we can write the total cross section as
a =  f  -  (27r)4. M  d4 Q6 4 ( Q - Q l - Q 2 )6 4 (pl + k - p 2 - Q ) x
J Ayj{k.pi) 2 — M 2 k 2
91
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d?pi d3Q i d3 Q 2 
(2-k)3 2E2  (2~)3 2w\ (2tz)3 2w2  '
Writing s--  =  Q 2 =  Q\ — Q\ , which yields ds*•*■ =  dQl =  2Q0 dQ0, or dQ0 =  
and replacing dAQ  by dQ 0 d3Q where Q 0 is the total energy of the tttt system, we 
obtain
f  ^ r i A I I 2 t u n - n& I j-------------------- dsn7ro (Cj Oi O2 ) ~ ^
J (2tt)94 /(/c .p i)2 -  M 2 k 2 2wi 2w2
, - 4 ,  , ™ d3 p2 d3Q
s (pi + k - p t -  Q) ~2E 2  2Qa •
Since the quantity is a Lorentz scalar, we can evaluate the integrals
f r  4 , n  ^  ^ , d 3 Q r d3 Q 2J 6 (Q -  Q, -  Q2)— —  (o4)
and
f e * ( p l + k - p 2 - Q ) ^ ± A  (55)
d3 p2 d3Q 
2E2 2Q0
in any reference frame that we choose. Using the fact that
f * ( P  _  p, _ P2) ^ g  =  /  f ^ A i (#-. /? , / ? ) .  (56)
where A(a,b,c) = (a2 + b2 +  c2 — 2a6 — 2ac — 26c) is the Kjfllen function, and 
evaluating the integral given in equations (54) in the center of mass of the two 
pions, we obtain
d3Qi d3 Q 2 _  C * H Q 2 ,Q l Q l ± dQ*
8 s-*.
where \Q\\ is the magnitude of the three-momentum of the first pion in the c.o.m 
frame of the two pions and D.*x its solid angle. Similarly, the second integral yields
f  x*r~ , 1- -  ^ d 3p 2 d3Q  f  X ^ { s , s ^ , p \ )  j r ^J  s  (P l + k - P 2 - Q ) — —  =  J   ------- <tn2,
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where \p2\ is the magnitude of the three-momentum of the outgoing nucleon in 
the c.o.m of the reaction, f22 its solid angle and s  is the square of the total energy 
of the system.
Finally, integrating over the azimutal angle 02 of the outgoing nucleon, av­
eraging over the initial spin of the nucleon and initial photon polarization, and 
summing over the spin of the final nucleon, we obtain the final expression of the 
total cross section
1 j" d s - r i r d Q - x - x d  COS 0 2 I » > 12 \ -  /  2 2 \  \  -  /  w 2 \
2( 2j  +  l ) J  128(27t)4(s — M 2)syfs^Z  * 2 for*, m * .  M  ),
(57)
where j  is the spin of the nucleon and A (a, 6, c) is the K fallen function and 4 m i <
s~— <  (W  -  M ) 2.
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Appendix C
VERTICES
Different vertices corresponding to the Lagrangians given in chapters 2 and 4 are 
given below. N denotes a nucleon and N* the A(1440)^+ or any resonance. 
.V° represents the JV(1520)§~ or any | -  nucleon resonance.
M w  =  u(pf ) ( - e
M vNN =  u ( Pf ) ( L£ f LTJ-f5 Qj )u{p i )
MirlNN = u (p fh 5 Lt£f-tij3Tt fiuipi)
.V — ^(P/)( TnJ  "F 4/r2 €abc7~c {Qb)u(j)i)
A4:r^7jViV ^(P/) 4 t̂2 (*n^3j ^3^ij) fa’(pj')
A4-),jr7r =  2^7r^-Q
=  £%-traftt it% Q u ,Q iaQk(i 
x  =  u ( p / ) L£ ?- T j Q fll, ( Z ) Q ‘'u tl{pi)
A4,v-;v7 =  ^(P/)e 2(A/iV. +*X/)Tr/x7t/F^uipi)
94
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M  a- - A' * = *  (pf  ) Tj 75 Q j u  (p i )
-M .V -.V ^  =  u ( P f ) ^ [ f ^ l 5 £ t ] 3 T t f i u ( p i )
^ A - . v ™  =  u{pf ) { - ^  -  j ^ e l]kTk Qj)u{pi )
M * s ° s  =  u  ( P f ) 7s Lẑ l Tj Q pu { Z ) Q i' u ^ { p l )
M \ ± x  =  ^ { p f ) T 3 15 7 s  Q pu ( y ) 7 a  F Xuu{p l )
^-/AA- =  ufl(pf)T3k ^ 2)75e flu(X )p v x F ‘'xu(pi)
-M-U-v =  ^ ( P / ) ( ^ VO(1) +
M * NoN =  uM(p/)(A:'vo(2) +  r3fc 'r(2))©pi/(X)pA'AF‘/Xu(pl)
■A'Ijv-ta =  up{pf )Tj {T^0 ^^Q ^Q 1' 4- T ^ Aglll')uu(pf )
^ a 7a  =  -  (7/x^a + 7v9ti\) + 7n7A7*]eAu"(Pi
u \ ( P f ) ( k ' s +  T A fc*)7 / i7 J/F fl‘/ ]u A(p £)
^ a t t a  =  u A P fh s T](Tk*±Q jQ j + t a  x^g^UuiPi)
M ANp = u(pf )'YsTj (ai<%j  +  a2 / PQ^ +  a3ep.pAQ^)up(pi)
•M/MTJT =  —fptpU(Ql ~  Ql)v
M p NN =  u { P f ) r 3 { - G v f pj +  g j r  ^  0 ) u ( P l)
■Nip̂ T! -f = (̂ 1 92 )fp£pfi€p
Mr*-, = ^ e ^ f e p W Q p U Q .) , ,
■Mppj ~  9 [̂(Qi F Q2 )p9va ~ {Q2 +  k)vgpa — (Qi — A:)QppI/Jê ê ê 0
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M fnNN = /-€ ^ .€ )u ip i) .
In these expressions, qn, qp and q& are respectively the charges of the i t , the p 
and the A ,  and values of different coupling constants are given in the appendix E. 
Tj is the isospin operator for /  =  5 and Tj are the I  =   ̂ to /  =  § operators, ef is 
the photon polarization where the isospin index ' j 1 arises from the index ' j 1 in the 
term A^cpj. The Q's are 4-momenta of the p or --mesons, the p's are 4-momenta 
of the baryons and F tiv =  t^k? — euk 11 is the electromagnetic field strength tensor.
€Vi/(l ) is given by ©Mi,(V') =  gpu+ [ | (1+4 V')A + V ) ^ ^ u where .4 is an arbitrary 
parameter defining the so called ‘point transformation’. V  is also arbitrary and is 
called an ‘off-shell param eter’.
Spin-1 and spin-1 P ropagators
For spin |  resonances, the propagator is
i(y.p -I- M)
p2 -  M 2 +  i'V /r’
whereas for a ground-state nucleon, the term -HMT is replaced by the usual -He.
For the tt and p-mesons, the propagators are respectively,
i
Q2 — m 2 + ie
and
7/^ _  Q^Sl
c r  =  •■ 'Q 2 — m 2 +  imT
E nergy-dependent decay w idths
We use the following energy dependent widths for the decays A(1232) —» N tt, 
Ar*(1440) —> N tt, iV*(1520) —> N tt and p —> tttt.
Thev are
r(v^D = r (m a ) lf>"l(, ^ . ).l3g(v̂ : -  m  -  m„),\Pcm\M&) I
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' 1 4 4 0 '
| 5
r«  = 1 5 2 0  '
13
r ( v ^ )  =  r (m p) J 2 = ^ 2 J j 9 ( ^ ; - 2 m , ) ,
I Qcm(mp ) \ 3
where Pcm(Mi) is the three momentum of the decaying particle i into two particles 
j  and k. written in the rest frame of the particle i. Pcm{\/sl) is the three momentum 
of the decaying particle i in which its mass is taken to be equal to M, =  y/Tl = \Jjif 
where pi is the four momentum of the particle i, written in the center the mass of 
the double pion photoproduction reaction.
The magnitudes of these momenta are
\A {m P m T W )
I n - M i l  =  *  m - - - - - - -
|Pcm(v/Si) I — 0 t—2 y/Si
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SPIN-§ FIELD
The Lagrangian for particles with sp in -| is not unique but depends on some 
arbitrary real parameters [67]. However, it can be shown that physical quantities 
such as energy, momentum and canonical commutation relations do not depend 
011 these parameters.
For a free massive particle with sp in -|, the field is described by the Lagrangian 
[6 8 , 69]
Lfree =  (58)
where
-V*, [( id x 'y  4“ iA (^y^du  4~ ”{ il)
-  | ( 3*42 +  2A + 1 )'rlidx'yxiu
— M r(3A 2 4- 3A 4- 1)7^7 i/]- (59)
'L£/ is the Rarita-Schwinger vector spinor, M r the mass of the sp in-| baryon and 
.4 an arbitrary parameter which differs from
The propagator for the massive sp in-| baryon can be derived from the equation 
of motion =  0 known as the Rarita-Schwinger equation with the subsidiary
conditions [70, 71]
98
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and
7m* 1* =  0,
=  0
which are %alid for all values of A
The propagator G*{x.y) satisfies the equation
G*(x,y) = S4(x,y)gtll/, 
where gMI/ is the metric tensor. Working in momentum space, we have
dApGi(x,y)  =  f  ”
with
A„a (p)G*(p) = gp,. 
Solving for G, we can derive the propagator
= 7-P +  M r p2 -  M l  
1 .4  +  1
3M% 2.4 +  1 
1 .4 +  1
1 1 2
(7pPu ~  7uPn) ~  TXrtPvP"3 M l
7nPu +
.4
2.4 +  1 lu P ll +
f  A M r 1
I 2 2.4 +  17  ^ 2 .4 + 1  J ltllu .
It should be pointed out here that the free-field Lagrangian 
variant under the point transformation [72]
and
^  -+ W  +  7 *'¥„,
.4 -  2 aA
1 +  4 a ’
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The meaning of the invariance of the free-held Lagrangian under point transfor­
mation is that physically interesting quantities are independent of the parameter 
A. Thus, we choose A  =  — 1 and the sp in -| propagator becomes
P » M  =
7-P +  M r  
P2 -  M %
1 .. .. 1 <- .  > 29(iv g in tv fvPn) 3 (68)
We remark that in deriving this form of the propagator, we are ignoring the 
so-called off-shell contributions.
Setting A = —1, the Rarita-Schwinger equation becomes
i ( - i d x 7 A +  M r )%u  +  i f rpdu  +  
i ln & lx 'l*  ~  M r 'Yii'YuI'®1' =  0 .
Multiplying this equation by d* yields
(69)
or
d ' L V * * '  =  ( M Rdu - M R 7 . a 7 , ) ^  =  0 ,
7 .3 7 . ’J ' =  d . 'i .
Applying 7 " into equation (69), we obtain
(70)
=  [4i9„ -  4i'y.d'Yu -  m R~fv\ 9 v = 0, 
and using equation (70), we derive
(71)
and
l u V  =  0 ,
d„Vu =  0 .
(72)
(73)
Equations (72) and (73) are the subsidiary conditions that we mentioned be­
fore.
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Now, looking a t the interaction of a sp in -| field coupled with a nucleon field 
and a pseudoscalar meson field, the corresponding Lagrangian should be built 
in such a way that the Lagrangian is invariant under point transformations. The 
most general form of such an interaction Lagrangian containing only the first-order 
derivative of the pion-field is given [71, 73] by
L rn-  =  f'ibtlQtl„(Z)iJjdl/d> +  H.c. (74)
where Qfll/(Z) = g^u +  [^(1 -I- 4Z).4 4- Z]7^7„, and ip and o are respectively the 
nucleon field and the meson field.
The Lagrangian describing the interaction between the photon field .4a and 
the resonance via its charge can be obtained from equation 58 through minimal 
substitution, namely by replacing d\ by — As a result, we obtain
1 +  T
£ r r ~, = R tl( - e ) ( — -  {lugvx +  ~ M ^ a )  +  l » l \ 7 v\AxR u + H.c. (75)
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ISOSPIN OPERATORS AND  
ISOSPIN COEFFICIENTS
This appendix is devoted to studying the isospin operators and evaluating the 
isospin coefficients for the transtion 7t <— > I 2 where I\ and I2 are isospin 1 or | .
Isospin i  operator.
Isospin operators for /  =  \  systems can be constructed from Pauli spin m atri­
ces a in the same way as angular momentum operators for spin-^ systems. These 
matrices are
r, = ( i  o ) ’ r2 = ( °  ~ o ) ’ andT3 =
for the x-, y-, and 2- components of the isospin operator r .
From the form given in these matrices, we can build isospin raising r + and 
lowering r_ operators which transform respectively a neutron to a proton, and a 
proton to a neutron. They are
In the same way as for angular momentum raising and lowering operators, 
t -t changes the third component /3, without changing the isospin I  itself. These 
operators are
102
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T ± \ I ;  h  >= j l { I  + l ) - h { h ± l ) \ I ,  h ±  1 > - (76)
For transitions involving pions, the operator responsible for the transitions can 
b e  written as o . t  where <f> is an isovector field representing the pions.
Writing =  —̂ 75(^1 — i<t>2); destroys 7r+, creates tt~ .
<P_ =  75(^1  +  i fa ); destroys tt~. creates tt+,
fa  =  fa, destroys 7r°, creates ” °.
From these equations, we derive fa  =  — ̂ (<p+ — <?>_) and fa =  + 0 _),
and evaluating <f>.r, we obtain
(p . r  =  f a . T i  +  f a . r 2 +  f a - r 3 =  — \ / 2 { ( p + T +  — 0 _ r _ )  - f  <£0 t 0
or
7 -  /  fa  —\ f 2 (p+ \  —
4>.t  =  . ( 7 7 )V \/20- - f a  J
Now let’s look at the coupling N N tt where the iV’s are nucleons and calcu­
late the isospin coefficients associated with the coupling. In another words, let’s 
calculate the matrix elements AA =  xV-'FK where x  — (Pin ) and x* — (P*> n*) 
represent respectively the incoming and outgoing nucleons.
This yields
or
M  = {p* fap  — y/2p*<j>+n  4- y/2n*<j)_p — \/2ri*fan) (78)
This last expression of AA gives the isospin coefficients of the coupling N N tt. 
These coefficients are
— \ / 2  f o r  p <— > rar+
y/ 2  f o r  n  <— > pit
<
1 f o r  p <— >• p7r°
— 1 f o r  n  <— > mr°.
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Now let’s examine the transition N *  —> N tt where N *  is a nucleon resonance 
with isospin I  = \ .  To better understand this, we look at a particular process 
where the N*+ decays into rvx+ or p7r°. Thus, let Afi and AA2 respectively be 
the amplitude for the decays. Using the previous isospin-^ operator, AA\ and M .2 
are written as AA\ =  —y/2NA4  and AA.2  = NAA where N  is some normalization 
constant that we have to evaluate. The total decay looks like
ra{|.A4 1|2 +  |A42|2} =  {2|iV|2 |A1 |2 +  |iV|2 |M 2|2} =  3|W|2 |A4 |2 =  j M f
and this yields in turn N  =
Therefore, the isospin coefficients for the process N*(I = N tt are
- y / l  f ° r p*
y i  f o r  n*
k  for P*





We remark that these isospin coefficients are exactly the Glebsch-Gordan co­
efficients < ^ ,/3v; 1, / 3J | , / 3-, > where / 3v, / 3]r and / 3-v are respectively the third 
components of the isospins of the nucleon, the pion and the resonance. We also 
note that this normalization constant can be included in the coupling constant 
of the N *Nn  coupling.
Isospin |  operator.
Using the properties of the raising operators shown in equation (76) and the 
fact that r + = r l ,  we write
3
2 ’
r +  l ’ - 5 > = 2
3 1 
2 , + 2
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Thus, in terms of matrices. r+ and r_ become
(  0 y/3 0 0 \
0 0 2 0
0 0 0 \/3
\  0  0 0 0 J
(  0 0
s/2 , 0
0 2
0 0  ̂
0 0 
0 0
For the transition Ai 
(77) is
<b.f =
\  0 0 y/ 2  0 /
A.2tt, the transition operator 4>.f given in equation
U o 0
v § * -
1 &O- +
0 V 2 0 -
0 0 \ f i v ~
and the matrix elements .Ad a  =  X&2 <f>-TXAi where XAt =  (A f+, A*, A°, Aj~) and 
Xa2 =  ( A ^ +, A£+, A j0, A2- ) represent respectively the incoming and outgoing A 
become
M* = \H { / |(^ 2 ++̂ oAr+ -Ar0oAr) + ^/|(A2̂ oA 7-A ^ oA °) +
-^ (A |° 0 -A +  -  A5+0+A?) +  (A$+0_A++ -  A*2++4>+N t)
(A J-0-A ? -  A5°0+A r) } • (79)
To demonstrate that these coefficients in front of each term  are related to 
Glebsch-Gordan coefficients, we evaluate them. They are, 
for A ++ tt°A++, < §, §; 1, 0 | ! , | > = v/ |  =  y f y f ,
a + -* ttoa +, < §, I,-1, oi§, i >= y j = y j y f ,
A° 7r°A°, < f , 1,0f| ,  - i  > =  - / X  =  - / ! / § ,
a -  tt°a - ,  <  | , - | ; i , o i | , - §  > =  ~ y | = - / y f ,
A° 7T_A+, < | ,  1, —1|§, - 5  > =  2 ^ ^  =
A" -  tt+A", < | ,  - I ;  1, 1 | | ,  I > =  =  - ^ / § ,
A+ -> tt-A ++, <  | ,  | ;  1 , - 1 | | ,  |  > =  ^/f,
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A ++ -> tt+A+, < §, D 1, 1 |§, |  > =  - y j ,  
A" -► 7r"A°, < §, - D  1, -1 |§ , - §  > =  y f ,  
A 0 —> 7r'rA _, < | ,  —| ;  1, 1 | | ,  — j  > =  —\f\ -
Comparing both sets of coefficients, we again realize that these coefficients 
in equation (79) are nothing else but the Glebsch-Gordan coefficients with some 
overall appropriate normalization constants.
For the I  =  |  to /  =  |  transition, the matrices r + and r_ cannot be built 
through the use of the raising and lowering operators since this particular transi­
tion not only involves a change of the third component of the isospin but also a 
change of the isospin itself. This means that we will not be able to use the matrices 
r+ and r_ to evaluate the transition operator (p.f. Therefore, we do not extract 
the isospin coefficients of this transition through the matrix elements xIv^-^Xa- 
Since we have shown from the /  =  \  to /  =  \  and I  = |  to I  =  |  transitions that 
these isospin coefficients are related to those of the Glebsch-Gordan coefficients, 
we just take the Glebsch-Gordan coefficients as the isospin coefficients of the /  =  |  
to I  = |  transition. We then assume that the normalization constant is included 
in the coupling constant of the A —> 7rN  coupling.
Thus, to construct the <p.r operator, we first calculate the Glebsch-Gordan 
coefficients. They are,
where a. /?, 7 , S, e and 9 are the previous Glebsch-Gordan coefficients such that
for A ++ ->• 7Cp, <  D 1, 1 |§, § > =  1,
A -> ~~n, < I, — 1, —I f f , - §  > =  1.  
The m atrix elements xW-'TVA lo°k like
Xa </>-t Xn  = A ++) -I- /5(p0oA +) +  7 (n^_ A +)
-I- 5{p4>+A 0) + €(n<t>0 A°) + 0{n<j)+ A - ) (80)
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a = d = l. 3 = e = and 7  =  S =
Since x!v is a (1 x 2) matrix and Xa is a (4 x  1) matrix, the d . f  operator is a 
(2 x 4) matrix.
-* — (  *̂ 2 ^3 CI4 \  x —
Let o . T  = 1  I , the m atrix elements xJv^-^Xa becomes
V 61 bo 63 64 /
xIv^ X a =  (p*, n*)
Qi O2 ®3 &4
61 62 3̂ 64





xIv^-^Xa =  P*ai A ++ +  n*6x A ++ +  p*a2 A+ +  72*62A +
+  p * 0 .3  N® -F 72*63 A^ d- p*0 ,4  A +  72*64 A • (81)
Comparing equations (80) and (81), we find ai =  a 0 _ =  <£_, 6x =  0, a2 =
&Q- = y / i e - '  62 =  7 0 -  = \ f \o ~ ,  0.3 = 5<f)+ = yf\4>+, 63 = ed>o =  \/joo:  <*4 =  0,
64 =  60+  =  o_i_. Therefore, we write
r f = f [ (  ^ 3 0 - v/20o 0+ 0 \
V 3 I 0 \ / 2<ji>o s/Z(f)+ J
or
( °  0 1 ° )  +  * -  (  ^  0 0 0 )  + *  ( 0 ^V 3 [ \ 0 0 0 v / 3 /  \ 0  1 0 0 /  \ 0  0 \/2
Since 0 .r =  —\Z2{4>+t+ — <z>_r_) +  0oro5 we obtain
T  /  0 0 1 0
;:)}
' ' 6  1 0 0  0 / 3
/ I  /  >/3 0 0 0
r " ~  V 6 V 0 1 0 0
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and
0 x/ 2  0 0 \
0 O x / 2  0 /
Finally, we note that all the coefficients and operators in all the transitions 
described above are the same for transitions involving p-meson such as the A N p  
and p N N  transitions since p-mesons have the same isospin as the pions.
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COUPLING CONSTANTS
Values of coupling constants which are used in chapter 4 and in appendix C are 
given in this appendix. They are 
e  =  0 .3 0 2 8 6 2
ks 2 )
k v =  — Kn ) where acp= 1.79 nuclear magnetons (nm) and /c„=-1.91 nm
/ff/ViV =  1
Ai =  0 .0 0 7 5  
F * =  0 .0 9 3  
F 3* = 9 .6 4  
/ ^ a . v  =  2 .1 3  
ft?N°N = 2 .o8 
^ (1) = 0.668
109
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k * W  =  -0 .305
T, = + T3k?°(1) =  i  ° '62° f° r l N °P
[ —0.110 for 7 N°n,
T2 = k NO(-2) +  T3 k N°M =  /  ° '30° f° r l N °P
\  0.039 for 7 N°n.
f P =  6 . 2  
Gv =  2.66 
G l =  9.86
g po_o7 =  0.0444, g p -7 =  0.0346 
=  -8 .2 5  
r̂N°irA = —0-33.
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Appendix G 
T H E  N * ( f  )  - ) •  7 (1  - m ' 2 + ) 
DECAY
Since the values of the helicity amplitudes of the processes are given in the Particle 
Data Group [34], we will extract the corresponding coupling constants by the use 
of these helicity amplitudes.
The amplitude for the AiV"/ transition is
A1aW'7 =  y-Nl5 {T\A9 ni>lxF^kU — ^2 F* Xu )utl. (82)
where in the c.o.m. of the A-particle, the momenta of the A, N  and 7  
are respectively, pa =  (A /a,0), Pn =  (-Ê v, |£| sintf, 0, |A:| cos0) and k =  
(fco, — |£ |s in 0 ,0, — |£ |cos0). T ia and T2a  are the coupling constants and F*Xu =  
e*xk l/—e^‘'kx is the electromagnetic field tensor, where e*u is the out-going photon 
polarization, u ^  is the nucleon spinor and u^ the A-vector spinor.
The spinor u^ can be expressed in terms of a Dirac spinor for a spin-5-particle 
and a polarization vector of a spin-1 particle. However, the combination of a spin- 
5 and a spin-1 gives total spin-5  or §’ ^ut s*nce we are dealing with a A particle, 
then we take only the sp in-|.
As a result, the Dirac vectors corresponding to different helicities for the A 
particle are represented by
111
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3 3
U )  -
- - - )  =  C ,2 2 /  3
3 3
2 ’  2
1 1 
1 ;  2 ’  2
1’0 ;i l ) + C 2
I , 0 ', 9 > “ g }  + i - 4 |
I  A )  =  ! - j . I  _ I \
' /  ’ : 2 ’ 2 / ’
where the CVs are the usual Clebsch-Gordan coefficients given by
ti = <  §» 511, o; 5 > =  y § , c 2 = <  1 , h i ,  i; 1 , - i  > =  y i ,
t3 =< |,  111, 1; | ,  - |  > =  y j  and C4 = <  |,  - | | 1, - 1; | ,  |  > =  yf\.
C x 
CA 2, 2 
Thus, the Dirac spinors are
=  g )  =
=  - ? )  =  (83)
In equation (83),
u (± l)  =  y/E^~+~M2 X±i-.
where
and
x +i  =  .  and =
<*(+!) = - ^ ( O . l . i .O ) ,  
t»(0) = z t ( 0 ,0 ,0 ,M A), 
< » (-!) =  ^ ( 0 ,1
1
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The outgoing photon polarizations are
e^*(+l) =  — -^ (0 , — cos 9, —i , — s in 0 ) 
and c^*( —1) =  (0 , — cos 6 , i, — sin 0 ) whereas the nu­
cleon spinors are
S „ . ( ± i )  =  y / E „  +  A M I ,
where
x !v (+ |)  =  (cos | ,  sin | )  
and x!v( —2) =  (— sin §, cos §), where the ±  refers to pos­
itive and negative helicities.
Rewriting the amplitude as
M ± Nl =  ujv75(T1A7 .c ; ^  +  ( - T 1a (Ma -  M N) +  T2AMA/e0) < ^ K ,  (84)
there are sixteen helicity amplitudes that we denote A4aa ,a.v,a7 where Aa . A,v and 
A7 are respectively the helicity of the A, helicity of the nucleon and helicity of the 
7 . Thev are
/In Pi 9 ■ 2 0 -M o (- )v3 co s -s in
A40(^ )cos3
- A 4 0(^)sin3
. .  ,1.  rr . 9 2 e-A 4 0( - ) \ /3 s in - c o s
M ) ( ^ ) s i n ^ ( 3 s i n 2 ^  - 2 ) ,
A  /x , 0 . 0  •M0( - )v 3 c o s J 2 s m  2 ’
. , 3 . /— . , 0 9A40( - )v 3 s in J -  c o s - ,
M j ( ^ ) c o s ^ ( 3 c o s 2 ^  - 2 ) .
A A , 22 - u i  ’ ' 2 , + 1
A A . 3
* 0
. 1 
-r 2 , - 1
AA. 3  
2  ■
1
' 2 , + 1
A A . i
2 ■
I
r 2 , - 1
A 4 , i  2 1'+2. + 1
A A . i2 1+  1> 2 ', - 1
A 4 + .
2 1
1
2 11 + 1
A 4 + .
2 »
1
2  ’ - 1
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Note that the angular parts in these amplitudes are the YVigner d-functions 
where M ,M ' = §• The other eight helicity amplitudes are
related to these first eight through
M - m , - a 2, - a 3 =  ( - 1 ) A i+A2+A3M a „ a 2,a 3 . 
M 0(%) and M 0 (k) are
M 0( \ )  =  - { M l  -  'V/“ )(-2 T 1A +  (M ,v  +  M A)T2 A)/2.
-M0(^) =  - { M l - M l ) { - 2 M NT ^  + M ±{M A + M N)T2A)
/(2(3 JM 4 )). (85)
The decay width is
r(A) -  /  3 2 ^ 5  (57T T ) E  (36)
where the term corresponds to a sum over the 16 helicity states and
average over the initial spin. Using the property of the dJMM,{0) function 
\d-iIM'\2 dQ. =  4tt, we obtain
r ( A > -  < 8 7 >
On the other hand, the helicity amplitudes given in P.D.G. are related to the 
partial width by
r ( A )  =  (88)
For the decay A —> N  + 7 , the helicity amplitudes are A ( |)  =  —0.258 ±  0.006
and .4 (|) =  —0.140 ±  0.005. Solving for both equations (87) and (88 ), we extract 
the values
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TlA =  0.668 ±  0.022,
T2A =  -  0.305 ±  0.047.
We note that values of these coupling constants can also be extracted directly 
from equation (87), by using the values of T(A) given in P.D.G. These values are 
r(§ ) =  (0.0044±0.0003)r and r (£ )  =  (0.0013±0.0001)r, where T =  0.120±0.005 
GeV is the full width of the A. Therefore, we obtain
TlA =  ±  0.668 ±  0.084,
T2A = =f 0.286 ±  0.027,
and
T 1A = ±  20.553 ±  0.423,
T2A =  qF 2.768 ±  0.055.
In the calculation of the total and differential cross sections, the coupling 
constants extracted from the helicity amplitude data are used because they give 
the best fit.
As we have pointed out in chapter 3 that the second coupling term in the 
AyiV-vertex could be absent, it is worth looking at the behavior of the helicity 
amplitudes if T2A =  0. In fact, with T2A =  0, the ratio between the two helicity 
amplitudes yields A/fo(§)/A'f0( f ) — 3^M A(MA — M )/M (3 M A -f M)  % 0.14. The 
avalaible data analysis gives A { \) /A { \ )  =  —0.258/ —0.140 =  1.79 which is indeed 
inconsistent with T2A =  0 . The point is that if the two helicity amplitudes are 
to be independent, the coupling T2A must be kept arbitrary, and it has to be 
determined, along with the coupling T lA. by a fit to the helicity amplitude data. 
It is clear that with T XA =  0.668 and T2A — -0.305, the ratio A40( |) /A /f0( |)  gives 
a value around 2.19.
A similar calculation of coupling constants can be done for the Ar+(1520) —» 
7  + p and ./V0(1520) —)• 7  A n  decays . The amplitude for JV°7 N  is
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A/iN-fN  =  u n {T\ ,\-o gpi/ j x  P ^ XtJ — r 2.voW fVoF*Al/) ^ . (89)
We recall that the parameters 7\,v° and T2.\-° contain the isoscalar and isovector
where r3 =  ± 1  respectively for iV+ (1520) and i\’°(1520). The difference between 
the structures of <Mir v and M n ' i N is that does not have a 75 term in
it. This is due to the fact tha t iV*(1520), N  and 7  have natural parities.
The helicity amplitudes are respectively -4P( |)  =  0.166 ±  0.005, Ap(\)  = 
-0.024 ±  0.009, and .4n(§) =  -0 .139 ±  0.011, ,4n( |)  =  -0.059 ±  0.009. Thus, we
By using the following values from P.D.G., namely T ( |)  =  (0.0049 ±0.0004)r, 
r(±)  =  (0.00020±0.00014)r for iV+(1520) -> y+p, and T (|)  =  (0.0035±0.0010)r, 
T (i) =  (0.00070± 0.0003)r for ;V°(1520) -»> y  + n, where T =  0.120±0.010 GeV is 
the full width of the iV(1520), the extracted coupling constants for the 7jV+ (1520)/? 
vertex are
terms and are written as T ijvo =  4- and T2i\o =  k ^ ° ^  ±
obtain
0.620 ±0.062 for 7 N +*p 
—0.110 ±  0.014 for 7 N°*n 
0.350 ±  0.045 for y N +*p 
0.039 ±  0.021 for 7 N°*n.
T xno = ±0.663 ±  0.072
T2N° = ±0.386 ±  0.054
and
TlNo =  qrO.319 ±  0.025
T2No =  ±0.106 ±0.028.
For the yN °(lo20)n  vertex, they are
T lNo =  ±0.737 ±0.143
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T2iV. =  ±0.471 ±  0.094
and
T UVo = ^0.093 ±  0.022
T2No =  ±0.053 ±  0.032.
Again, the coupling constants extracted from the helicity amplitude data  will 
be used in the calculation of the total and differential cross sections.
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THE A°(1520, |  ) -+ A (|+) + 7r(0") 
DECAY
The intrinsic spin of the final state is S  = §. Thus, if J  =  |  and S  =  | ,  then 
L = 0 ,1 ,2 .3 .
Using parity conservation, P,v° =  P a P t( - 1)L =  ( — 1)L+1 =  — 1, we derive 
that L must be an even number and that the possible values of J, S, L are respec­
tively | , | , 0  or | , | , 2 . This means that there are two independent partial-wave
amplitudes that we denote 4Sa and AD 3 corresponding respectively to L = 0 and
2 2
L — 2. In general, the parity eigenstate is
where J  is the spin of the decaying particle, fii and fj.o are the helicities or spin 
components along the directions of motion of the daugther particles, and s2 are 
their intrinsic spins, and 771 and tj2 are their intrinsic parities. In the N° —> A  + tt, 
fio — 0 is the spin of the pion and we write equation (90) as
| J, M: fix, fi2 > +T}\’q2{~ \) \J, M: —fjti, - f j .2 >, (90)
> + 771772( - 1 ) 7 51 S7 \ J ,M ; - f i i  > - 
Thus, The parity eigenstates for the decay are
J-S1-S2 (91)
118
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\/2  ( 3 u  1—  \ l ’ —9 ’ * ’ 9 + § ■ * - £ »  ■
Recall that the L — S  coupling states are related to the helicity states by [74]
< L,0;S,ft\J , P > <  s u P u s-2 >-f*2 \S ,n  > 
x | J ,M : L ,S  > .
Expanding each term in the previous helicity states, we obtain
l u A )  =  4 .
2 2 /  v/2
3 , / -_3\ = J_
2 2/ v/2
? w- =  - L
2 ’ ’ 2 /  v/2
3 W._ I \  = J_
2 5 2 /  v/2
Hence, the parity eigenstates are 
3 . ,  3 \ 3 . ,  3
\  1 3 „, 3 \










-  YT 2 -  
2 ’* ’ ’ 2
3 3
2 - W ; 2 ' 2
The helicity amplitudes and partial-wave amplitude are related by the equa­
tions
( j , M | T | | m ;L  =  0 , 5 = | )  +  ( | , A / | r | | , M ; L  =  2 , 5 =  j ) ,  (92)
and
+ ( § . W | T | § , * ; - i )  =
( j ,M |T |2 A f ; t  =  2 , 5 = | ) ,  (93)
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where LT' is some transition operator.
The left-hand side terms of equations (92) and (93) are the angle independent 
parts of the helicity amplitudes that we denote A i ^ ,  where p x =  ± | ,  ± | .
Solving for the partial-wave amplitudes, we obtain
45 ? = <  | , M | T | | , M ; L  = 0 ,5  =  § > =  i ( a t + a 2)
and
4Z>| = <  §, M |T |§ , M: L =  2 ,5  =  § > =  £(<*, -  a 2),
where a. and a 2 are respectively A i i  +  Xt_3  and A i i  + A /t_±, and are expressed
2  2 2  2
in terms of two coupling constants T ^ A and T^onA. They are
a 1 =  -  2A/j=0 [((A/a  +  A/ , v ° ) 2  -  m l ) / M N°]±T20̂  
a 2 =  -  [((A/a  +  A/Aro) 2  -  -  M%0f  +
2A/ 2 m 2  +  2 M 2NaTnl -  m t ) T ^ A +  (2A/£ +  2M ± M N* +  2M£o -  
2m2j r ^ A]/(3M AM |0).
The decay width of Ar°(1520) into Atr is calculated in a way that a subsequent 
decay of the unstable A into N tx is considered as seen in figure (48). Thus, the 
decay width of the process is
^  “  2 1 ^ ( 2 7 ^ 1 ) ' <94>
where the term stands for an average over the spin of the iV°(1520) and
sum over the spins of the daughter particles, A and N . A i  is the amplitude of 
the full process N° —> Att —> N tttt, and d<J>3 is the phase space written as
* » ■ = (2^ /  ( (95) 
where P, p x, Q x and Q 2 are respectively the 4-momenta of the N°, N , ttx and tt2. 
Using the amplitudes given in appendix C, A i  takes the form
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m -
where R^u. the propagator of the A. is given by
™  — 3
M p ^ M p a )R .u =  E
m _ 3 Pa “  M 1  + iM * r AJilt — — —
Squaring the amplitude, we find
\ M \2 =
2 _  E | t 2 ( P i ) ^ 7 5Q ^ (P A )l2l^(PA)75r2( r ^ AQ ^ '  +  r ^ A^ ' ) v (P ) |2
b i - M i  +  ziV/ArAp
(96)
or
l - ^ l 2 =  £ 1 2 r  ■*’ (97)Ipa _  + iM Ar A p
where and M o  are respectively the amplitudes of the processes N° —* A -  
and A -> Afar, and TA is the total width of the unstable A.
Now, going back to the decay width T and using the properties of the <5 function 
given in equations (53) and (56), we can rewrite equation (94) as
r  = rXtNo-m«_________ dm A_________  2 J2  \M 2 \2
J + m -  771a |m 2, — A / a ■Jr i M \ T / \ \ 216(27T)3A/̂ ro JMx m,  m & \m \ + i &  ^  1 (2J;V° +  1)
m \ ,  m l)X^{rn\, M„, m l) .  (98)
The expressions of the partial decay widths T(45 |)  and r ( 4D^) are now obtained 
by replacing ^ respectively by |45 | | 2 and |4D | |2. Experimental values of
F(45 2 ) and T(4D |)  are taken from PDG (8% ±  3% for the S-wave and 12% ± .2% 
for the D-wave) and solving these equations, the coupling constants are derived. 
We find
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^ 2 ^ 2  ' U , Q l  
N ° ,P  /  A, pa /  N,p[
FIG. 48: The decay iV°(1520) —>
=  ±9.25 ±  1.38 
Ttfo -̂a =  ±0.33 ±  0.05,
and
T ^ a  =  ±10.79 ±  1.74 
1%oKa =  ±0.045 ±  0.08.
In our calculation of differential and total cross section, we use
t n°*± = —9-25 ±  1.38
t n°*a =  - 0 -33 ±  0.05
to obtain the best fit.
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